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President’s Letter

From the President
When I took ETHICS in seminary, many years ago, it was just another class that I ticked off on my way
to ordination. Never did I realize how important it was and how I should have paid more attention. In
fact, I am ashamed to admit, the only thing I remember is that Ethics comes from the Greek word which
means “habit”. The presumption is obviously that “good habits” will influence positive actions and allow
us to make good ethical decisions.
Greg Caiazzo
CAPT, CHC, USN, Retired
President MCA

In my thirty years in the Navy, I worked directly for three flag officers who were relieved for ethical
violations. In only one of the cases did I have the foresight to see the “train wreck” coming and confront
the admiral to urge an end to the violations. In a follow-on command, my admiral was concerned about
the ethical behavior of his officers. He asked the Force JAG and me to provide a workshop to all the
commands in the force to raise awareness of the importance of ethical decision making.

Public affairs officers give us an insight into how actions will play in the press and to the public; Legal officers tell us what is
within the parameters of the law and how far we can go before we are in violation; Chaplains speak to the foundation of an
individual’s moral being and challenge behavior in every aspect of life.
Each of our faith communities has a moral/ethical code of conduct that we not only believe but also have committed to embrace.
These codes are built on our faith in a God who treats us with love and care and wants us to do the same to others. As military
members and VA providers we also have ethical codes which hold us to a higher standard than others in society.
Professional military chaplains honor these ethical and moral codes. Many of us provide ministry in independent settings where
our word holds sway regarding our conduct. As religious ministry professionals, we are respected and trusted as others are not.
As much is given to us, much is also required. Our adherence to professional conduct is essential. This rigor not only ensures our
success in ministry but paves the way for others who follow. Once the ethical dam has been breached, the overflow gets all our
successors wet by association.
In this edition of The Military Chaplain we address the professional aspects of our service in several ways. Not only are we
accountable to a unique professional conduct, we must also pursue professional training, awareness, and leadership on an ongoing
basis. We hope the articles you find here reinforce the need to be vigilant in professional conduct.
The MCA continues to move forward with our professional military chaplaincy initiative. This is a signature piece of work
constructed by incredibly talented and dedicated people. Our thanks especially to Jan McCormack for her untiring work and
magnificent organizational skills.
Thank you for continued support of the MCA and our laboring as the Voice for Chaplaincy. Your financial contributions keep us
afloat. We pursue a continuous work to have our voice heard and prevent the spiritual dimension of ministry from being lost to the
shuffle of life. Every contribution helps this work go forward.
Our National Institute 2017 will occur in Newport News in October. By coming to Tidewater Virginia, we hope many chaplains
from all services and the VA can attend and benefit from the workshops and professional development opportunities.
For all of you who celebrate Easter and Passover in April, I pray your observance may provide spiritual renewal and thanksgiving
for the grace of God. And for our members and friends of the Islamic faith, may your preparations and observance of Ramadan
commencing in May bring you blessings.
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Executive Director

Professional Military
Chaplaincy

Lyman Smith
CAPT, CHC, USN, Retired
Executive Director MCA

One year ago, I wrote in this same space concerning chaplaincy as a profession and our need for a
professional journal. At that time, we debuted the first of our “themed” issues of The Military Chaplain
– issues in which we seek articles related to a topic which has value to all of us practicing the profession
of chaplaincy – especially within the military/veteran context. In 2016 we explored moral injury,
the chaplain as clergy and military officer, religious ministry and suicide, and ethical challenges to
chaplaincy. Over these four volumes we have received many positive comments and expressions of
appreciation for these first steps toward a professional journal for military and veteran chaplaincy.

Also, over this past year, we have taken many steps toward further description and understanding of
professional military chaplaincy. In so doing, we have examined other professions and considered the
entire spectrum of what is meant by a profession and how this concept applies to military and veteran chaplains. To do so we have
gone far afield to learn from others. Yes, chaplaincy is unique and cannot be directly compared to any other profession. Yet, all
professions are such, and in our own search for understanding, we can and should learn from others.
Writing in the Journal of the American Medical Association (May,2015), Robert Baron, in referencing the actions of 31 physicians
in Connecticut in 1767, states, “Their action (toward professional self-regulation) illustrated a core challenge that remains today:
How does the public know who is qualified to practice medicine? Given the critically important responsibility that practicing
physicians assume every day, and given the inability of patients to judge independently the quality of their physician’s training,
knowledge, and skill, the profession has always been involved in efforts to better serve the public by defining medical competence
in a consequential way.” Here Baron may be speaking of medicine but his viewpoint applies directly to the profession of
chaplaincy.
Four of the hallmarks of any profession are 1) the mastery of a specific body of knowledge - usually obtained through higher
education; 2) the ability to practice autonomously making independent decisions based on expertise unique to the individual’s
competency; 3) the provision of a social good benefiting the interests of the public served; and 4) the existence of a unifying body
providing oversight for the profession as a whole and typically recognized by the overseeing governmental structure. (see Deborah
G. Johnson, Computer Ethics). Chaplaincy in general qualifies as a profession given these hallmarks. Some of us may want to
argue theological points regarding their applicability. But as chaplaincy occurs, by definition, outside the organizational boundaries
of our faith communities, there is a need for common understandings to permit public service.
When we consider these four hallmarks over against the actions cited by Baron, the need for self-regulation of chaplaincy, and
particularly military and veteran chaplaincy, is clear. Any such self-regulation must take place in full partnership with our faith
communities and endorsing agencies, seminaries and other training institutions, the three departments of the armed services, the
Department of Veterans Affairs, and the Civil Air Patrol who provide the venue for chaplain ministry, and the various professional
chaplain organizations which enable the broader discipline.
During this last year, we engaged with these partners to better define the unique concept of a professional military chaplaincy.
In 2017, we plan to continue the dialogue with our partners, further refine the particulars of professional military chaplaincy,
and ensure the endeavor both meets the needs of chaplains and enhances the provision of the social good of our profession to all
recipients of our ministry.
Our goal is, in many ways, the same as that of so many other professionals – to better serve our public in a more consequential
way. But unique to our profession, we do so within the unique parameters of the faiths to which we have been called. A formidable
challenge, but as chaplains we are to live by faith.
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The Profession of Military Chaplaincy
By Chaplain (Maj)
Robert A. Sugg, USAF, Retired
The United States military chaplaincy requires a unique integration of three basic identities and associated skillsets. Not
surprisingly, they are chaplaincy, military chaplaincy and
professional military chaplaincy. Each identity and skillset
builds upon the other in addition to any seminary training.
Unfortunately, the average seminary experience does not
even begin to prepare clergy for military service. Consequently, once one has been selected to serve, chaplains
look forward to an entire career of intense learning, many
mistakes and an occasional ‘fall from grace.’ We can do
better. We must do better! Our world is getting more ethically complicated and far less friendly to people of faith.
Shouldn’t our service members expect more from the profession of military chaplaincy?
Chaplaincy is primarily an identity. It is the response to a
specific calling and an adoption of a specific philosophy of
ministry. Some sow, some water and some are given the
harvest. Chaplains specialize in the use of General Revelation. They are not evangelists or pastors but “Visible reminders of the Holy.” Chaplains are God’s hands and heart
in a larger community. They are the love of God ‘with skin
on.’ It is one calling to speak of God in theological terms
and another to point to God through words and actions.
The latter is called the practice of Incarnational Ministry.
For example, the beloved TV show M*A*S*H regularly
showed two practitioners of incarnational ministry; the
Catholic Priest, Father Mulcahy and the Jewish Psychologist, Sidney Freedman. Father Mulcahy practiced modeling godliness in an ungodly environment. Psychologist
Sidney Freedman practiced modeling sanity in an insane
environment. Both are gifted with the skills of chaplaincy.
In another example, the Catholic tradition allows for a wide
range of philosophies of ministry while sharing the same
truth of the Gospel. A diocesan priest is called to model Christ to the parish and a Franciscan may be called to
model Christ to the mission field. Both are priests sharing
the same theology in the pulpit but they employ different
philosophies of ministry, each ordered and blessed by God.
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Incarnational ministry is living in such a way that others see
God through the chaplains’ service and behavior, and give
glory to the One who sent them. Critically, this means that
chaplains sent out into the world must have the ability to
maintain their ethical standards and their love for all people, even the most difficult people. Those considering military chaplaincy that harbor the slightest disdain for people who practice other religions need not apply. Endorsers
must ensure that their candidate ‘is able to love the sinner,’
all kinds of sinners, without judgement.
Military Chaplaincy is tasked to “accommodate religious
needs, to provide religious and pastoral care, and to advise
commanders on the complexities of religion with regard
to its personnel and mission, as appropriate.” And the Supreme Court has made it abundantly clear that “we are a
religious people whose institutions presuppose a Supreme
Being;” and that the constitution “affirmatively mandates
accommodation, not merely tolerance, of all religions, and
forbids hostility toward any. ” Religion is not confined to
holy days but is lived out in the home and at work, and
it is these religious beliefs and behaviors, i.e., our ethics,
that chaplains represent and protect. Military chaplaincy is a constitutional mandate because civilian clergy are
physically or geographically fenced out. For almost 250
years the military chaplain corps has carefully walked the
tightrope of the 1st Amendment’s freedom of religion and
non-establishment. The US Government is not Great Brittan, France, Italy, Saudi Arabia or any other nation with a
national religion. Our military community must constitutionally integrate clergy of very different faiths within the
framework of a single warrior culture. Constitutional compromise means that the government hires non-proselytizing missionaries that are ‘sent’ by their denominations to be
religious ambassadors in uniform. Rarely, the chaplain may
practice in a pulpit, offering sectarian worship and rites.
Most of the time the chaplain practices outside the pulpit,
modeling ethical behavior, advising command of religious
requirements, and suggesting ways of accommodating the
practice of religion in the military setting. It is during this
‘outside the pulpit time’ that no chaplain is free to stand at
the commander’s podium (or in a counseling office) and
preach theology to multi-faith men and women. A chap-

The Profession of Military Chaplaincy

lain’s personal constitutional right never trumps another’s
personal constitutional right. Even the Apostle Paul gave
up his rights as a Roman Citizen in order to advance the
glory of his God. As chaplains, our primary question when
leaving the commander’s podium must be ‘did we honor
God by drawing all people closer to God or did we dishonor God by driving some of them away?’ Were we visible
reminders of the Holy to all or only to some? The candidate
for military chaplaincy must be a faithful believer in the
God of his or her Scripture and “able to rightly divide the
word of truth.” But if the candidate is unable or unwilling to embrace incarnational ministry then the candidate is
simply not called to military chaplaincy.

of their holy scriptures on behalf of the service member.
Religious authority is rooted in scripture, not personal
opinion. Lone Rangers and candidates from obscure, vague
or fragmented ethical belief systems cannot effectively or
significantly contribute to the chaplain corps mission and
can be the source of unnecessary conflict within a coherent
team. The military chaplain corps’ is an example of synergy
where the combined effect is greater than the sum of their
separate effects.
Chaplaincy is a recognized profession, often requiring a
minimum of four units of Clinical Pastoral Education and
additional degrees. Professional chaplains are expected to
have the education and skills to integrate with medical,
social service and mental health teams; having the shared
language to do so. Military chaplaincy is civilian chaplaincy on steroids. Professional military chaplains should be
credentialed and experienced but most often are not. The
Master of Divinity is designed to provide the breadth of
theology but not the depth of practice, leaving the average young chaplain helpless in advising a Wiccan lesbian
struggling with her live-in relationship, or a religious service member who drove his vehicle over a road block of
women and children, or discussing a spiritual vs. mental
health issue with the commander. Today more than ever,
chaplain candidates must have at least one unit of Clinical
Pastoral Education in order to expose them to the traps of
self-awareness and a secular course in Counseling Ethics
which inform interpersonal boundaries. Two courses will
save many careers, many marriages and many reputations.

Another unique calling to military chaplaincy is the willingness and capacity to engage the nature and consequences of war. It is messy. On the battlefield, nothing is clear,
there will always be collateral damage and bad things will
always happen to good people. Similarly, like any position
of power, both the military and the clergy attract narcissists, sociopaths and good people pushed passed their ability to cope. In many cases the atmosphere is ‘dog eat dog.’
Some days you wish you were Father Mulcahy, some days
Sidney Freedman, and some days you wish you were anywhere but where you are. Military chaplaincy is not for the
weak at heart. Military chaplains must be physically and
emotionally strong; willing and able to confront ethical violations when necessary and walk away without a pension;
willing and able to serve in inhospitable locations, with and
without their families; willing and able to be assigned a remote combat assignment and live the rest of their lives with
PTSD; willing and able to give their life for a brother or The profession of military chaplaincy is struggling today.
Our chaplain corps numbers have been physically and
sister in the name of God. This is military chaplaincy.
emotionally decimated through reductions in forces and
Professional Military Chaplaincy requires that the war- premature attrition due to a quarter of a century at war. The
rior’s chaplain pursue a unique blend of maturity, ethics, chaplains that remain face the daily pressures of extended
education, training and experience. Professional military work hours, frequent deployments and the stress of prochaplains are uniformed subject matter experts on religion, tecting their families while serving their God. More than
specializing in Incarnational Ministry. They are clergy on ever the chaplaincy needs mature, professionally minded
loan to the government, acting as proxies with rank for ethics officers called by God to model godly behavior in
the service members they represent. To their shame, some an ungodly environment. For our endorsers and candidates,
chaplains publicly reject their endorsers’ religious position this is a rally cry to do due diligence in preparation and
when out of sight and therefore abandon their duty to the examination for one of the most marvelous and strenuous
service members. Of special note, this is why non-main- opportunities to serve God and our nation. Endorsers and
stream chaplain candidates are not considered for service. candidates, consider the profession of military chaplaincy.
There is a misunderstanding that chaplaincy is about wor- Come to the mission field educated and trained as effective
ship, rites or counseling. It is not. Chaplains are professional ambassadors of God and your faith tradition.
clergy charged with interpretation and practical application
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SCANG Chaplain Experiences
a “Baptism of Fire” on “The Ice”
Editor’s Preface – Chaplain
Bohlman returned from deployment and has again taken up his ministry in South
Carolina. We re-publish the
following with permission.
By Lt. Col. Jim St. Clair, Joint
Forces Headquarters, Public
Affairs / Published November
29, 2016
MCENTIRE JOINT NATIONAL GUARD BASE, S.C. -Have you been to The Ice? For
one Swamp Fox, South Carolina Air National Guard Chaplain (Lt.Col.) Brian Bohlman,
the answer is yes. The Ice is
the nickname for Antarctica for
those scientists and personnel
who live and work there. Bohlman is currently serving on a
60 day tour at McMurdo Station as part of an ongoing Air
National Guard (ANG) Chaplain rotation known as Operation DEEP FREEZE. He is scheduled to come home early
in December.

matic response, mass causality and emergency response
and so on. The Chaplains who serve at McMurdo Station
work with a very diverse transient population consisting of
both military and civilian personnel. Bohlman volunteered
for this mission earlier this year and was selected for the
Bohlman is the senior Chaplain for the 169th Fighter Wing opening rotation.
at McEntire Joint National Guard Base in Eastover, South
Carolina. It is believed that when Bohlman set foot on Ant- So how does one get from South Carolina all the way down
arctica in early October, Swamp Foxes from McEntire have to Antarctica? The answer is: not very easily. It’s only a
now deployed to all seven continents. His deployment was mere 8,840 miles. “I flew commercial all the way to Christmonths in the making. Every year the director of the ANG church, New Zealand which took me close to 36 hours due
Chaplain Corps sends out an email to all ANG Chaplains to several long layovers awaiting connecting flights. Then
looking for volunteers to serve a rotation for Operation I took a New Zealand 757 military aircraft which landed
DEEP FREEZE. Applicants are competitively selected and on the Ross Ice Shelf runway at Williams Field, McMurdo
have to meet an exhaustive list of training requirements and Station. Landing on the ice didn’t feel too much different
experience including spiritual resiliency, crisis and trau- from asphalt and I was able to record the landing with my
video camera,” Bohlman said.
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SCANG Chaplain Experiences a “Baptism of Fire on “The Ice”
earth sciences, glaciology and glacial geology, integrated
system science, ocean and atmospheric sciences. Participants in the Antarctic Artists and Writers Program also
work at sites in the area,” Bohlman said. Approximately
950 personnel work as McMurdo and about 100 of those
are ANG members. The 109th Airlift Wing from the New
York Air National Guard provides airlift support for the Na“Research is performed at and near McMurdo Station in tional Science Foundation. And Operation DEEP FREEZE,
aeronomy and astrophysics, organisms and ecosystems, as currently constituted as opposed to historically, provides
the critical military logistical support
for the National Science Foundation
but is not a free-standing military
mission.
The U.S. Antarctic presence is led by the National Science Foundation under the auspices of the U.S. Antarctic
Program which conducts scientific research in that region.
Work is performed at three bases: the South Pole (Amundsen-Scott Station), Palmer Station and McMurdo Station,
which is approximately 850 miles north of the pole.

To say that the working conditions
in Antarctica are austere and remote
would be a bit of an understatement.
Antarctica has a well-known reputation for being the coldest, windiest,
and amazingly, driest (approximately two inches of precipitation per
year) continent on the planet. Nearly all of the landmass is covered by
ice. Bohlman noted that the average
annual temperature at McMurdo is
zero degrees Fahrenheit with highs
reaching 46 degrees Fahrenheit in
the summer and minus 58 degrees
Fahrenheit in the winter. Being that
the seasons are opposite in the southern hemisphere, it is their spring
season right now. “The highest temperature I’ve seen since I’ve been
here is about 30 degrees. The lowest
was minus five with a wind chill minus 20 degrees. We had snow about
a week ago, but it eventually melted
due to the 24 hours of daylight that
will last until the week of February
20, 2017,” Bohlman said.
Bohlman is a part of the McMurdo Ministry Team and works at the
Chapel of the Snows, the southern-most place of worship in the
world, as it is locally known. Chaplains conduct worship services, provide counseling, spiritual guidance
and are on call at all times. As with
most deployments, the days do seem
The Military Chaplain • Spring 2017
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to run together. “It does feel a lot like ‘Groundhog Day’
since there’s a lot of repetitions of eat, work, sleep, repeat
cycles. However, taking time to hike one of the many trails
or going on a recreation trip helps clear one’s mind and
breaks up the monotony of the daily grind,” he said.
Working in such a harsh
environment like Antarctica does entail some risk
as Bohlman found out on
only the second day of his
deployment. A scientist
conducting field research
accidently fell into a crevasse and was killed. It
was quite a shock to the
McMurdo
community.
“Within 48 hours of my
arrival, I was called to the
EOS [Emergency Operations Center] and activated
to provide crisis pastoral
care and counseling to 40
persons involved with the
tragic loss of beloved glaciologist involved in a snow
mobile accident. In many
ways, this was a ‘baptism
of fire’ for me and underscored the value of having
a chaplain available to provide emotional and spiritual care in times of crisis.
The memorial gathering
provided many with a forum to celebrate his life and
his many accomplishments
and resulted in a closer, resilient community,” Bohlman said.
For reference, McMurdo
Station is now 18 hours
ahead of Eastern Standard
Time. Bohlman said the
time difference makes it a
challenge to talk to his family back home. So he usu-
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ally corresponds via email. He lives in a dorm with other
U.S. personnel and has a room to himself due to the nature
of his job requiring confidential counseling. With the approach of total daylight during the Antarctic summer, Bohlman said it took some getting used to. “I had to take tin foil
to darken my room because I was having trouble sleeping

SCANG Chaplain Experiences a “Baptism of Fire on “The Ice”

at night. I really miss seeing
it get dark and watching a
good sunset. The 24 hours
of daylight makes it hard to
know when to stop working,” he said.
In a place like Antarctica,
all the food is obviously
imported but surprisingly
good according to Bohlman. “We have C-17s flying in ‘freshies’, fruits and
vegetables, from Christchurch. The Galley, a/k/a
the dining hall, offers many
varieties to include vegan and vegetarian options.
And there is pizza available
24/7 and that is very popular with those in a hurry to
eat,” Bohlman said.
Even though he is on a military deployment, Bohlman
says he only wears his Air
Force uniform once a week. The rest of the time he blends
in with the civilian personnel he ministers to. “I only wear
my uniform on Mondays when I attend the meetings with
the military staff. All other days I wear a dark blue rugby
shirt with the National Science Foundation logo and the
word Chaplain embroidered on it. Wearing jeans and this
Chaplain shirt really helps me identity with the civilians
here and there are two different cultures between the two
groups. I also grew a mustache in order to blend in more
with the civilian population. Strangely, it did make a difference upon my arrival and making first impressions with the
civilians as many of them have long hair and beards.”
One interesting program Bohlman instituted while he’s
been at McMurdo is a discussion group studying the British polar explorer Ernest Shackleton. “On Thursday evenings, a group of about 15 people gather at the Chapel of
the Snows to watch film clips from the dramatized A&E
movie Shackleton followed by a discussion about leadership, resilience, and faith. The other Chaplains who follow
on after me will continue to lead the study group until the
end of February. This group has been what I will miss most

about this tour of duty, as people who I first met in Christchurch are still part of this study group, and I’ve made enduring friendships that will last a lifetime,” Bohlman said.
Reflecting back as he wraps up his tour to The Ice, Bohlman said he was glad he had a chance to participate in this
unique mission. “There are several things that I’ve learned
while I’ve been here and worked among a very diverse civilian population. A spirit of adventure is what first attracts
people to apply for contract work in Antarctica. However, it’s the spirit found within this caring community that
brings people back here year after year. In fact, many people I met have been coming here to work for five or more
years, and one person for over 30 years! I will also miss the
community that I found here. All in all, I have no doubt that
God sent me on a spiritual mission to this remote location
for such a time as this to provide a ministry of presence,
care, and hope at the southernmost place of worship in the
world. One scripture that has been very meaningful to me is
from Psalm 61:1-2 which says ‘Hear my cry, O God; listen
to my prayer. From the ends of the earth I call to you, I call
as my heart grows faint; lead me to the rock that is higher
than I.’”
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The Benefits of CPE for
Professional Military Chaplains:
A Personal Story and a Plea
Dr. Jan McCormack,
Ch, Lt Col, USAF (Ret)
APC-BCC, ACPE Associate
Supervisor
Director of Chaplaincy and
Counseling Programs, Denver
Seminary
I had just graduated from seminary
and needed to complete my pastoral experience in order to be endorsed and assessed for active duty.
As an evangelical Baptist woman
in the South in the 70s, finding pastoral positions for that
learning experience and training was not possible. I could
teach Sunday School, sing in the choir, and set up church
events; but I would not get the opportunity to preach, officiate ordinances, marry and bury, etc.
To complicate matters, as an ordained Chaplain Candidate Program Officer married to an Air Force aviator, we
lived on base where the Senior Chaplain had trained and
used me as a full-fledged chaplain minus the confidentiality privileges related to pastoral counseling. At the base
chapel during seminary, I had preached, taught adult Bible
Studies, served communion, baptized, married, buried, and
supervised volunteers in a Children’s Church ministry. Naturally, I was frustrated with the need to stop learning and
providing ministry in a chapel setting. It seemed a grand
contradiction that I would now serve in a church where
my pastoral role was severely limited so I could “prove” I
could function in the job I had been doing.
Fortunately, my Endorser was a former healthcare chaplain and understood the challenges of my immediate future.
This interruption of pastoral ministry to meet the letter of
our faith group’s law was as concerning to him as it was to
me. My Endorser proposed I complete a unit of Clinical
Pastoral Education (CPE) post-seminary graduation. He
would then count my chapel pastoral experience and CPE

10
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training together and endorse me for the military chaplaincy as a fully qualified candidate. It was a wonderful compromise but I was not thrilled with needing to do CPE. I felt
I was being “court ordered” into something I did not need
or want.
In classic terms, I was a very resistant CPE student. Then
came my first night on call in a large community hospital. I
covered 13 deaths that night and also responded to a mass
casualty accident involving high school students. Somewhere around 0’Dark Thirty, one of the medical residents
asked me where the paid pastoral care chaplains were. I
responded, “I wasn’t aware I could call them! I figured if
you caught the case(s), you worked them.” Nothing I have
done in 38 years of ministry since then -a terrorist bombing, plane crashes, suicides, domestic violence cases, being
stalked, and relieving a psychotic airman of his M16 -was
as frightening, holy, or confirming of my ministry as was
that night of ministry as a CPE student.
It wasn’t just that I survived that night, or even competently
pastored; it had more to do with how my CPE supervisor
and peers helped me process that experience and subsequent cases. They helped me learn about myself. That first
“basic” level unit of CPE changed me from a resistant student to an advocate for CPE. As I waited to be assessed
into the Air Force, I completed two more units of CPE at
another hospital. Once I entered active duty, my chaplain
supervisor allowed me to complete a fourth unit of extended CPE through yet a third hospital setting. This allowed
me to use my military ministry with basic trainees as my
“clinical setting.”
Having personally experienced the benefit of CPE, when
I retired from the military and moved into educating seminarians for chaplaincy, I intentionally built in the need for
students to complete a unit of CPE as part of their degree
requirement. Ten years later, I entered into the CPE Supervisory Education Student (SES) process, helped the seminary become an accredited CPE Center and became an
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ACPE certified Associate Supervisor during my “Medicare
Birthday year.” As I write this we have had more than 250
seminarians complete a unit of CPE as part of their degree
requirement.

or never developed. In the worse-case scenario, I observed
chaplains without good counseling instincts, training elsewhere, and/or good self-awareness caused unintentional
harm to others.

So what changed me from a sullen, resistant CPE student
to an advocate for the benefits of CPE training? It began
when my CPE Supervisor and peers helped me process that
difficult on-call night 38 years ago and continued through
my three subsequent CPE units. I was challenged to look at
myself and see what strengths and growing edges I had to
claim in order to best care for others in their crisis moments.
At times, therapeutic issues and insights arose, but the emphasis was always on my education for ministry and how
best to care for others. Confrontation occurred inside the
CPE circle. But the confrontation was what David Augsburger calls “care-fronting”;
not confronting from a judgmental stance. I leaned pastoral skills. I honed counseling
techniques. More importantly, I learned about myself and
how to best leverage who I
am, as God made me, to be of
better pastoral use to others in
their valley of darkness.

What are the essential elements of a CPE education that
can foster this confidence and competence? Here are my
thoughts: CPE requires the actual practice of ministry to
real persons in real crisis settings. It is not learning in theory in the hallowed halls of an academic seminary setting.
It occurs in a formal, intense context of supervision with a
trained and certified supervisor for pastoral education over
a specific period of time. It includes peer feedback as well

During my years as a chaplain in the military, and especially as I progressed up the
ranks into being a supervisory chaplain, I noticed a significant difference between chaplains who had CPE training
and those that did not. Those with the training were usually more competent and confident in working in crisis
situations. They were less prone to “preach at” others and
more prone to walk with counselees in crisis as they discovered their own meaning and solutions to their problems.
I don’t mean to imply that chaplains without CPE training
are incompetent, only that their learning curve was often
higher and longer. In a best-case scenario, some chaplains
with good counseling instincts or some training elsewhere,
were great pastoral care-givers without the benefit of CPE.
Chaplains without CPE or intensive counseling training often found their learning and competency to be a “living resource” that God could use to help others took much longer

and learning from the actions of one’s peers. The education
is process oriented. CPE is an ongoing process of acting,
intentionally reflecting on one’s motives (conscious and
unconscious), skills and insights, and then going out and
putting that reflected learning into action. CPE students are
required to create, with their supervisor, a set of learning
goals focused on their particular leaning needs that focus
on pastoral formation, competence, and reflection. CPE
students are challenged to think about their theological,
psychological, and personal experiences and the way their
beliefs and life-experiences affect their ministry. Pastoral
skills are learned; but the most transformative learning is
often what the student learns about themselves within the
crucible of a structured, theoretical and practical learning
process.
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CPE training is much more flexible than is popularly understood. It does not need to occur in a full-time hospital
setting. It can be accomplished in an extended part-time
frame. It can make use of the chaplain’s military placement
for the required clinical conversations. It can be done in
a distance learning synchronistic webbed-in format. All of
these CPE educational options means that one could conceivably accomplish CPE training without having to leave
their military work and could even continue when on deployments.
There are other, more personal benefits to military chaplains in addition to the professional benefits. Some faith
groups require a unit of CPE in order to be ordained and endorsed for chaplaincy. If one wants to consider other forms
of post-military chaplaincy, such as VA, federal prisons,
healthcare, etc. two to four units of CPE are often required
for employment. Being a Board Certified Chaplain (BCC)
with the Association of Professional Chaplains (APC)
requires four units of CPE in order to be certified. Many
forms of chaplaincy employment consider the BCC designation to signify a professional, certified status. I know of
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several military chaplains who have pursued CPE training
after their military retirement because they had not done it
before or while in the military. All of those to whom I have
spoken testify to the CPE process as beneficial, and many
wish they had done it sooner.
We military chaplains ARE professionals who have not always been seen as such.We are normally not certified by
a nationally recognized professional organization such as
is the case for our peers, for example doctors and lawyers.
Your MCA is partnering with the APC to create an advanced BCC with a military chaplaincy specialization. This
subspecialty would first require that one be a BCC before
pursuing the advanced BCC-MC for military chaplains at
the supervisory level. We believe this will benefit you, the
chaplains, chaplaincy credibility as “professional officers”
among our military peers and commanders, our endorsing
bodies, and most importantly, the people we are privileged
to serve. I ask you, to consider obtaining a CPE education
for yourself if you haven’t done so already or encouraging
prospective military chaplains to do so sooner, rather than
later.

Shepherd Leadership
Lt. John David JD Luckesen,
Chaplain Corps,
United States Navy;
Command Chaplain,
USS Princeton (CG-59)
General John J. Sheenan (1995)
described best what he was looking
for from his chaplains. He stated
speaking of chaplains,
You are not here to energize people with hope… That’s
my job as a military leader. You’re not here to mobilize
this institution with moral leadership… THAT’S MY
JOB as a military leader. You’re not here to build community… THAT’s my job as a military leader! Your
fundamental JOB is to tell us about GOD. You’re here
to be our spiritual leaders and guides. You’re here to
tell us WHAT WE NEED TO HEAR… not what we
want to hear because we write your fitness reports. …
When I call for my chaplain. … I’m not looking for
a LINE OFFICER. When I call for my chaplain. …
I’m not looking for a SOCIAL WORKER. WHEN I
call for my chaplain…. I’m not looking for someone
to mobilize or build the community … I’m looking for
someone to CHALLENGE the community to accept
God and the blessings and direction which comes from
a deep-seated faith.
A chaplain may not make the decision but their presence
in the room reminds people of the existence of something
greater. I agree with Crouterfield, B. (2009) that chaplains
are in truth a bearer of God to those they serve. In order to
serve both God and the Navy a chaplain must have a theory
of leadership.
The style of leadership that a person adopts grows out of
their feelings and thoughts about the nature of humanity. In
a letter to Pierre Samuel Du Pont, Thomas Jefferson said,
“We both consider the people as our children and love them
with paternal affection, but you love them as infants whom
you are afraid to trust without nurses and I as adults whom
I freely leave to self-government (1816). Put another way
they might say that they teach those they lead correct principles and afterwards let them govern themselves. My definition of leadership as it relates to leading as a chaplain in
the United States Navy is: Leadership is leading as a shep-

herd while synchronously meeting people where they are
as unique children of God consequently enabling them to
recognize the divinity within.1
In the Navy the lives and actions of leaders like John Paul
Jones, George Dewey, William Leahy, Ernest King, Chester Nimitz, James Stockdale, Arleigh Burke and William
Halsey are studied in the hope that current leaders will be
like or exceed those who went before them. We would be
wise to listen to what they say regarding the most important
naval assets of all, Sailors. Admiral Arleigh Burke said that
“there is one element in the profession of arms that transcends all others in importance,” and that “is the human element.” He went on to say, “that no matter what the weapons
of the future may be … man will still be the most important factor in Naval operations … we must keep uppermost
in mind that leadership remains our most important task”
(Howe, P. 2015). J. M. Richardson (2017) declared that
“leadership is … [the] Navy’s decisive advantage” when
it comes to maritime superiority and war fighting success.
Without true leaders and leadership the Navy is sunk. Admiral William Pratt, Chief of Naval Operations emphasized the need and responsibility that naval officers have
in developing themselves. He said “the greatest problem
facing the career naval officer is leadership … This most
important fact in a man’s life frequently is allowed to grow
like a flower in a garden surrounded by rank weeds” (Montor, Ciotti, Wolfe & USNA, 1984) Too often it is expected
that somehow magically at some given point when rank is
achieved or awarded a person will become a leader. The
path to leadership is the path of life and envisages all of a
person’s thoughts, aims and character. A chaplain cannot
ignore learning how to lead and expect it to inexplicably
develop when they are promoted.
Having rank or a commission as a naval officer does not
miraculously confer the ability to lead. Naval officers have
been called to serve, many have sacrificed greatly for the
right to serve and right to lead but not all can lead and chaplains are not the exception to the rule. Time in naval service
does not necessarily give a naval officer and more importantly a chaplain the necessary skill set to lead. Leadership
1
I am writing on my own behalf, and the thoughts and
opinions expressed are my own and not necessarily those of the
U.S. Government, Department of Defense, the U.S. Navy or the
Navy Chaplain Corps.
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as a naval chaplain requires conceptualizing, emotional
healing, putting followers first, helping followers grow and
succeed, behaving ethically, empowerment, and creating
value for the community (Liden, Wayne, et al, 2008). A
Navy chaplain must be both a professional naval officer as
well as a representative of God and this entails a leadership
style that allows them to operate with the tension of one
collar device that has rank and the other the symbol of the
God they serve.
A Navy Chaplain provides ministry unlike any other minister, civilian chaplain or even a chaplain in other services.
I concur with Hale, (2013) that Navy Chaplains facilitate,
provide, care and advise those who soar among the clouds
where the heavens and earth meet. They are present for
both those who sail above the “bluest of blue water” in tin
cans and those who sink below the azure ocean with dolphins on their chests. A Navy chaplain is forward deployed
in the mud and blood with both Sailors and United States
Marines during periods of intense combat, where both
the darkest and purest parts of human nature are found. A
Navy chaplain is there to provide guidance, and support
and sometimes to just be a sympathetic ear. They are there
for both the young and old when they confront the stark
realities of a fallen world. Navy chaplains serve as both
a Nathan to King David (2 Samuel 16) and as a voice of
warning like Jeremiah to the Israelite people. Navy Chaplains have heard the call of the Lord and responded, “Here
am I. Send me!” (Isaiah 6:8). They have heard the voice of
the Lord asking them to feed his sheep (John 21: 15-17).
Shepherds have often been used to represent leadership in
a Christian context (Genesis 49:24; Psalm 23; 80:1; Isaiah
63:11; Jeremiah 23:2; John 10:1-30; Hebrews 13:20; 1 Peter 2:25; 5:4). Shepherds tend to those of their flock who
might be wounded or sick, they stand watch and protect
the flock from enemies, and they will search for and rescue
those of their flock who are lost. Shepherds love their sheep
and their sheep know, love and trust them. It is from the text
of the tenth chapter of St. John that I draw my idea of shepherd leadership and contrast the leadership of the shepherd
with management hired hand:
He that entereth not by the door into the sheepfold, but
climbeth up some other way, the same is a thief and a
robber. But he that entereth in by the door is the shepherd of the sheep… and the sheep hear his voice: and
he calleth his own sheep by name, and leadeth them
out. And when he putteth forth his own sheep, he goeth
before them, and the sheep follow him: for they know
14
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his voice. And a stranger will they not follow, but will
flee from him: for they know not the voice of strangers
… the good shepherd giveth his life for the sheep. But
he that is an hireling, and not the shepherd, whose own
the sheep are not, seeth the wolf coming, and leaveth
the sheep, and fleeth: and the wolf catcheth them, and
scattereth the sheep. The hireling fleeth, because he
is an hireling, and careth not for the sheep. I am the
good shepherd, and know my sheep, and am known of
mine.… My sheep hear my voice, and I know them,
and they follow me. (KJV)
As Psalm 23 affirms, the shepherd finds those they lead to
green pastures and water, and prepares a place of safety
and sustenance in the presence of the enemies where they
can eat without fear. A leader, more importantly a shepherd
leader, will make sure that those they lead will have all the
basic necessities of life. It is a good shepherd who will not
only risk their life for the sheep but is also willing to give
it up to protect the sheep. A shepherd leader is one who is
willing to not only protect their followers but give up what
a manager never would, their life.
The words of the 23rd Psalm speak of how a follower feels
about their shepherd leader.
The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want. He maketh
me to lie down in green pastures: he leadeth me beside
still waters. He restoreth my soul: he leadeth me in the
paths of righteousness for his name’s sake. Yea, though
I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will
fear no evil: for thou art with me; thy rod and thy staff
comfort me. Thou prepardest a table before me in the
presence of mine enemies: thou anointest my head with
oil; my cup runneth over. Surely goodness and mercy
shall follow me all the days of my life: and I will dwell
in the house of the LORD for ever.
The person being led in this Psalm realizes that because of
who leads them they don’t need to worry about their physical needs not being met. As long as this person leads them
they know they will have both shelter and sustenance. The
follower feels that their leader restores their spirit and leads
them ethically and virtuously. The follower feels that even
when they journey through the hardest parts of life that their
leader will be by them and protect them. The follower is not
worried about enemies because they know their leader will
protect them. As a follower they knew that all their needs
are met and understood by the leader. The leader described
in this Psalm is a shepherd leader, who has met those they

Shepherd Leadership

lead where they are enabling them to recognize the divinity that sitteth at meat? But I am among you as he that serveth”
(Luke 22:25-27) At another point it is put this way in the
within.
Gospel of Matthew, “Ye know that … princes … exercise
A shepherd leader realizes that this life is an assessment of dominion” and have “great authority … but it shall not be
sorts. An assessment of how we respond to God when we so among you: but whosoever will be great among you, let
must walk by faith and no longer remember being in his him be your minister; and whosever will be chief among
presence, where his voice and visage is cloudy and voice you, let him be your servant” (Matthew 20:25-27). A shepseems muffled. A shepherd leader guides those they lead to herd leader is a servant leader in that as they serve their
realize who they are and who they were. They help people fellow people in reality they are only in the service of their
realize their full potential and prove to themselves that they God. The shepherd leader must not only do what is right
can be trusted. The shepherd leader realizes that they are a but must act for the right reasons, they must have a full
fellow pilgrim on the journey to reach divine potential and purpose of heart and real intent.
not greater or better than those they lead.
The core of shepherd leadership is authentic servant leadA shepherd leader cannot approach leadership like the hired ership. This is not a fitting leadership style for every leader
hand described in John:1-30. They cannot be a leader only nor is it appropriate for every organization. It fits well as a
when it is convenient for them or because of a promised naval chaplain but may not fit for a naval line officer, other
reward. As a Shepherd leader it is the love of God that mo- navy staff corps or other naval leadership. It becomes virtivates to take care of the flock (John 21:15-17). As a Shep- tually impossible for a person to lead with shepherd leadherd leader prays for their flock asking God, “please tell ership if they are not capable of embodying the features
me who needs me.” As the shepherd leader does that they of servant leadership. Melchar & Bosco (2010) believed
will have a name or face come into their mind, or they may that leaders of organizations that could not fully obligate
have a chance meeting with someone that isn’t chance. The themselves at all levels to the organizational culture that is
shepherd leader does not serve the flock for recompense required of a servant-led organization may not be the right
for themselves but rather out of the love that God has for fit for servant leadership.
the flock. This principle of love is what allows them to be
The most important trait of a shepherd leader is their raison
successful.
d’ etre. As noted earlier, one cannot be a sham or inauthenThe leadership of a shepherd is not bombastic, flamboy- tic as a shepherd leader. Greenleaf (1991) felt that the beant, or tyrannical. A good shepherd is constantly trying to ginning of leadership was a desire to serve. An individual
enable his flock to become greater than they are. They ex- who does not have the inherent drive to serve others is not
pect much, inspire greatly and those they lead feel that they going to be a shepherd, regardless of the organizational culhave been set on fire. A shepherd leader listens, and is also ture where they work. Ng, Koh, and Goh (2008) found a
willing to take counsel. No power or right of leadership can strong correlation between a leader with high motivation to
be maintained by virtue of authority alone. It can only be be a servant leader and that leader’s success. The complex
maintained by long suffering, gentleness, meekness, love and humbling nature of being a shepherd leader has inherunfeigned, kindness, and pure knowledge. The shepherd ent challenges, and individuals without the needed motivaleader leads without guile and when needed reproves with tion are unlikely to overcome those challenges. A shepherd
sharpness but afterwards shows an increase in love so that leader needs to have the desire to “feed the sheep.”
those who have been chastised do not think the leader is
High levels of cognitive development and cognitive comtheir enemy.
plexity are necessary for shepherd leadership to be sucThe idea of shepherd leadership flies in the face of many cessful. Van Dierendonck (2011) showed that these two
who assume leadership. According to the Gospel of Luke, aptitudes conjointly enable a leader to: (a) recognize mu“Kings … exercise lordship; and they that exercise authori- tual respect as a guiding principle and (b) understand the
ty upon them are called benefactors. But ye shall not be so: complex dimensions in human relationships. A shepherd
but he that is greatest among you, let him be as the younger; leader without these advanced cognitive abilities may miss
and he that is chief, as he that doth serve. For whether is important cues that are essential to the proper management
greater, he that sitteth at meat, or he that serveth? Is not he of relationships. The potential exists for the servant leader
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to be a docile leader, as having these two abilities gives the those who follow to grow. The shepherd leader walks in
servant leader a chance in walking the thin line between front of those he leads, leading the way not asking those
they lead to go where they are unwilling to. The shepherd
being a shepherd and being a sheep.
leader is in the same rainstorm as the flock, the same cold
The last crucial leadership trait is the ability to be self-actu- and heat. The shepherd leader lacks when his followers
alized. This trait is central to shepherd leadership, and lead- lack. The Shepherd leader fights for his flock at risk of his
ers who need others to satisfy their own sense of self-esteem own life. In summary a shepherd leader helps those around
or self-worth will not be able to lead with the selflessness them to see the spark of divinity within, while being willing
required and expected of a servant leader. Van Dierendon- to meet them where they are both temporally and spirituck (2011) termed this as the ability to feel self-directed yet ally. A shepherd leader says “Here am I Lord, I will feed
still connected to others. It is the ability to realize that all your sheep!”
people are free to be acted upon or to act, and that we are
our own person yet also connected to a larger community. References
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wolves who would devour them. The shepherd empowers
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“Part of the experience of every teenager is confusion. It’s wondering ‘who am I and what am I
going to do with my life, will I find happiness?’ When you add the fact they are moving around it can
accelerate the experience. That’s when it’s critical to have caring adults around them. It’s the caring
adults of Club Beyond that can be the great space to talk about some of those deep anxieties and
deep fears.”
-Mark Tidd, Rear Admiral, Chaplain Corps, USN (Ret.)
Former Navy Chief of Chaplains
“If we’ve ever needed youth workers in the Military it is now!”
-Doug Carver, Chaplain ( Major General, USA (Ret.)
Former Army Chief of Chaplains
“They might have (Club Beyond) at their last Military Installation and when they step into another
community with Club Beyond, they are back home again.”
-Cecil Richardson, Chaplain, Major General, USAF (RET.)
Former Air Force Chief of Chaplains

Hear from these three former Chief of Chaplains who
currently serve on Club Beyond’s Board of Directors by watching
the video at:

clubbeyond.org
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The Senior Pastor Course
Chaplain Daniel DeBlock is a
retired Army chaplain presently
serving large congregations as a
trained intentional interim for
the ELCA.
Editor’s Preface – this article is
provided by Dan DeBlock. Dan
in his current Intentional Interim
ministry has developed a course
within his faith context, Evangelical Lutheran Church of America, for senior leaders. His research and suggestions
address many issue of ministry leadership within any
large organization. We hope this example of how we in
our roles of chaplains for life, continue to contribute in
a variety of settings and that the work we do has implications in many ministry settings.

How it came about

The Chaplaincy provides tools and classes to chaplains that
will help them throughout life. What follows is a brief account of how the senior pastor course came about. It has
been an exciting experience. I am truly grateful for what the
chaplaincy has taught me.
During a meeting with an Assistant to the Bishop of the
Eastern North Dakota Synod of the Evangelical Lutheran
Church of America (ELCA) in Fargo, North Dakota,1 I
was involved in a discussion about the need for a conflict
consultant at Faith Lutheran Church. The results of the last
1
The Eastern North Dakota Synod is located in the Upper
Midwestern region of the United States, bordered by the Canadian
provinces of Saskatchewan and Manitoba to the north, the states
of Minnesota to the east, South Dakota to the south, and Montana
to the west. A synod is a group of people on the way together. “The
Eastern North Dakota Synod is comprised of over 200 rostered
leaders and 101,602 baptized members.” The synod covers approximately the eastern third of the state of North Dakota. The synod
office is located within the Lutheran Social Services building in
Fargo, North Dakota.
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survey conducted at that church a few months prior indicated that they were experiencing a great deal of conflict. As a
trained Intentional Interim at Faith Lutheran, my expertise
included addressing conflicts in congregations. The survey
and the analyst from Holy Cow Consulting, a company
that analyzes congregations through surveys, insisted that a
third party be introduced to the congregation. That is why a
conflict consultant was the focus of our conversation. Faith
Lutheran Church is a large congregation but had been led
as if it were a pastoral size congregation . Among the many
issues facing the congregation, financial issues were paramount. They had recently started a new campus and the senior pastor unexpectedly retired after 24 years of ministry.
His departure was jarring.
The Assistant to the Bishop was lamenting the fact that there
are few pastors capable of leading large congregations. Inspired by this discussion, I developed a course for senior
pastors. The Assistant to the Bishop, Charlie, was excited
and very supportive of the undertaking and informed the
Bishop.
The synod was asked to provide an initial concept of the
course. What present issue or issues should the course address? The synod provided the following initial concept.
Within the community of ordained clergy there are numerous divisions of calls. Among them are solo pastors, associate pastors and senior pastors. There is very little education
available that specifically helps a pastor move from one of
these positions to another. Although Word and Sacrament
ministry offers a general description of pastor, the specificity of call evolves into very specific position descriptions.
Also, ongoing education in areas such as emotional intelligence is needed.
We would propose training that specifically addresses the
gaps in our educational process which applies to moving
from one category of pastoring to another. This educational
process would equip pastors to move comfortably from one
position to another. This training would be appropriate for
pastors at nearly all stages of their career as called positions
might change throughout their career.

The Senior Pastor Course

The training would be offered at the discretion of the trainers, although at least two times per year would seem appropriate.

Biblical Theological Nature of the
Project

Do not conform to the pattern of this world, but be transThe site training would take place at the synod offices or formed by the renewing of your mind. Then you will be
other sites designated by the synod.
able to test and approve what God’s will is—His good,
The basic criteria and evaluation of this project would be pleasing and perfect will (Romans 12:2).
the overall success in helping pastors move more easily Pastors in the field are looking for more opportunities to
into the senior pastor role. Eventually, a syllabus was pro- grow in their knowledge and understanding of ministry,
vided. From here on out, this article will present the discov- whether they are called to greater responsibility or remain
eries that were made as the project matured.
in their present ministry. Winkler says: “Pastors deal with

The Role of the Synod

Charlie, the Assistant to the Bishop, and I met several times
over the next couple of weeks to work out more course details. Since the Synod office provided a location where the
classes would be held, Charlie and I agreed that both the
Bishop and Rev. Charlie Axness, the Assistant to the Bishop, would announce the class and send out invitations.
I agreed to Charlie’s request that two Senior Pastor Courses would be conducted and that required another syllabus.
One would be offered within the Synod and the second
class made available for the region which consists of nine
synods. The two courses would contain the same material
but would be offered either as an intense course Monday
to Friday or a more relaxed course that would be offered
once a week over a two-month (8 week) time period. Overall, the course drew 17 pastors from three synods. The
pastors attending included senior pastors, associates, solo
pastors, and an executive director from one of the youth
camps. Charlie, the Assistant to the Bishop, attended most
of the classes and contributed greatly to the experience with
stories of his time as a senior pastor. Besides the required
course material, the comradery and the sharing of ministry
experience became a highlight of the course.

Project Clarification

The senior pastor course was designed to assist pastors as
they grapple with the norms, functions and context of what
it means to receive a call to a large congregation and serve
as a senior pastor. As a result of this course, participants
would better discern their present calling and/or future callings. Taking the course would not guarantee a calling to a
large congregation. The information provided in the course
would assist pastors in providing a higher quality of shepherding in their present and future ministry settings.

circumstances in the real world which necessitate not only
the continued study of God’s Word, but also the study of
culture and new technologies.” Synods and church leaders
are looking for pastors capable of handling more challenging callings. This project provided a professional development opportunity at the local synod level to pastors who
have served the church in the role of ordained clergy. The
focus was on providing pastors an opportunity to broaden their understanding. The church is ever adapting in the
midst of a dynamically evolving society. Most pastors have
a desire to renew their understanding of ministry and to
develop competencies to serve in ever more challenging
callings.
The need for pastors willing and able to take on the senior pastor position has grown over the last decade. We see
more corporate-sized congregations in the United States
than ever before. The smaller churches are becoming fewer and far between while larger churches in urban areas
are ever expanding and growing in numbers. Beaumont
says, “Whatever ambivalence people feel toward the large
church; the large church is a growing phenomenon.”

Pastors and Congregational Ecology

What is meant by a congregational ecology? It is the congregational culture and environs that define the community.
It describes the people, notices the overlooked and marginalized, reveals the social forces, and checks out the obvious
condition of congregational facilities. It also encompasses
the existing theological and leadership issues. Leadership
needs to be aware of any changes to the ecology of a congregation, especially in urban communities where the community can change at an accelerated rate compared to rural
communities. The need for awareness of how quickly a
community can change is crucial for the survivability of the
ministry in a given area. The influx of refugees into a community can quickly change dynamics of that community.
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History of Large Congregations

simple methodology by Jesus is an extraordinary example
to emulate when working with the large congregation.

Large congregations are a relatively new phenomenon.
American congregations have historically been small, with To quickly summarize the story:
no more than 150 worshiping on a weekend. Rendle and
Andrew brought the boy, fish and bread to Jesus. Jesus
Beaumont observe: “A large number of congregations
invited everyone to be seated on the green grass. Jesus
planted in communities across America resulted in a large
took the bread…looked up into heaven...gave thanks...
number of small congregations serving a few people.”
broke it…gave it to His disciples...who gave it to the
The large congregation is a relatively new development. In
crowds. And they all ate and were all satisfied ...and…
a study of megachurches (congregations with average atthere were twelve baskets of bread left over. The numtendance at worship of two thousand or more people) done
ber who ate was five thousand men, plus women and
by the Hartford Institute for Religion Research, only 6 such
children. Here we have a large congregation of five
congregations existed at the beginning of the twentieth
thousand and Jesus and His disciples feeding them. Jecentury. By 1960 there were only 16. The number of these
sus fed and taught them and brought healing to them.
largest congregations began to grow in the 1970s, and by
The disciples (staff) were very much involved in this
2005 there were 1,210 megachurches in the United States
process.
representing independent, evangelical, and mainline conIf we look at the Biblical model, we note that Jesus fogregations.
cused a great deal of time and attention on the training of
Having five thousand people in worship is a challenge even disciples. These very disciples later became apostles who
today. Leadership should concern itself with taking care of worked with the people. The book of Acts highlights the
the staff, as well as focusing on faithfulness to the Scrip- dynamic growth of the church in a very short time. As
tures and stewardship of available resources to accomplish leaders of staff teams, senior clergy must play the dual role
the ministry of Jesus Christ. Biblical leaders and clergy of both visionary and detail-oriented strategic leader, emover the years have shown by their example that no lead- powering the large congregations to flourish. They need to
er can have all the skills and endurance to single-handedly be adept with the tools of human resources and be able to
provide for so many. Such was Jethro’s advice to Moses on set a vision that motivates both staff and congregation. This
delegating leadership in Exodus 18.
will be discussed at greater length in the next chapter.
Most church leaders have had a staff that they trained and
upon whom they depended. A well-trained staff is essential
when working with a large congregation. Senior pastor duties include training and caring for the staff on a daily basis.
It is of interest that the feeding of the 5,000 with five loaves
and two fish is the only miracle recorded in all four Gospels
(Matthew 14:13-21, Mark 6:31-44, Luke 9:10-17 and John
6:5-15). The number who ate was five thousand men, plus
women and children. Here we have a large congregation
of five thousand with Jesus feeding them, teaching them,
and offering healing. The disciples (staff) were very much
involved in this process. Churches and especially large
congregations face special challenges. By looking at Jesus’
miracle, we can learn how to better serve each other and the
needs of specific congregations.

Biblical Model

Analyzing the Congregation

When people are asked about what church they attend, answers vary widely. People may mention where the church is
located or maybe tell a little about the history of the church.
They often distinguish which denomination they belong to
or the church size, architecture, cultural stance, ethos, program, public presence, internal and external demographics,
or perhaps theological stance.
Examining the multiple ways that people describe their
church, one feature of that multifaceted entity that emerges
is called ‘the congregational identity.’ We would have to
use all of the available descriptions to get a complete picture of a congregation. If we used all available descriptions,
to include the finances, history, individual stories, governances, and many more topics, we would essentially end
up with an onerous amount of information and data.

In the Biblical account of the feeding of the five thousand,
Jesus blessed the food He was able to collect and gave it There are indeed difficulties in attempting to conduct an exto the disciples who then distributed it to the people. This haustive analysis of a congregation, yet it is important that
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we study congregations to learn more about them. Ammerman says: “Those who care about religious people and religious traditions would do well to understand these lively
gatherings called congregations” When congregations are
in the interim process, experiencing the transition of leadership while considering a new pastor, they usually write a
profile of their church. The congregational profile includes
such information as a brief history, a report of activities and
programs, the number of members, something about the local community and financial statements, just to name a few.
Those pastors who are interested in the call often discover
the congregational profile to be sketchy at best. They often
end up calling others to find out more about the congregation.
The church that is growing is given an opportunity to imbed
faith deeper into their unique context. Mann notes: “In order to break through an attendance plateau, a congregation
must deliberately relinquish familiar patterns of behavior
and begin to act as larger congregations act.” This requires
leadership that is willing to renew their minds. There is a
necessity to examine and learn from how Jesus approached
ministry to the 5000. It is important to realize that the style
of leadership must adapt based on the size of the congregation, because, large churches must be governed differently
than smaller churches.

Size Matters for How One Leads

One of the most common reasons for pastoral leadership
mistakes is blindness to the significance of understanding
how needs vary depending on the size of the church. Size
has an enormous impact on how a church functions. This
“size culture” profoundly affects how decisions are made,
how relationships flow, how effectiveness is evaluated, and
how ministers, staff, and lay leaders should lead. Keller
states:
We tend to think of the chief differences between churches mainly in denominational or theological terms, but
that underestimates the impact of size on how a church
operates. The difference between how churches of 100
and 1,000 function may be much greater than the difference between a Presbyterian and a Baptist church of
the same size. The staff person who goes from a church
of 400 to a church of 2,000 is in many ways making a
far greater change than if he or she moved from one
denomination to another.

would be an enormous blunder. Such a style of leadership
on the senior pastor’s part would severely hurt the ministry
to and of that congregation. Great care must be taken in
how one leads a congregation.
To help accomplish a deeper understanding of the large
congregation I found two books that were helpful in informing pastors to aspire to the senior pastor position. First,
there is Inside the Large Congregation. Through her work,
Susan Beaumont identifies five basic leadership systems
that need to be in alliance for the large church to work in
a healthy way: (1) clergy leadership roles; (2) staff team
design and function; (3) governance and board function;
(4) acculturation and the role of laity; (5) forming and executing strategy. She observes that problems in a large congregation are often linked to the fact that one or more of
the five systems is inappropriately structured for the size of
the congregation. In other words, the church isn’t acting its
size. Beaumont is invested in helping large congregations
‘right size’ their leadership systems to better serve their
ministry context.
The second book is When Moses Meets Aaron written by
Gilbert Rendle and Susan Beaumont. As leaders of staff
teams, senior clergy must play the dual role of both the visionary and the detail-oriented leader if the large congregations are to flourish. They need to be skilled with the tools
of human resources and be able to set a vision that motivates both staff and congregation.

Clergy Leadership Roles

The congregational expectation for clergy is often quite
high. The character attributes that are expected of senior
leadership are often quite unrealistic. For example, Mary
Poppins in the Disney movie was expected to restore a
challenging household to perfection. There is a scene in the
movie where she measures herself after measuring the children. Beaumont tells the story:
Mary Poppins magically appears, born on the wings
of a mysterious wind. One of her first acts as nanny
is to measure the children to determine their character
strengths and flaws. She pulls out a magical tape measure to assist with the task. After carefully assessing the
children, Mary Poppins turns the magical tape measure
on herself and reads, Mary Poppins: Practically perfect
in every way.

A senior pastor of a corporate size congregation attempting We want the senior pastor to restore order to the houseto treat the church as though it were a pastoral size church hold and be perfect in every way. Large congregations are
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not unlike churches of every size having unrealistic expec- Synod Proposed Project
tations of the clergy. Senior clergy of large congregations
are perfect and so they will say. If our ego is not in check The Synod proposed that a course be designed that spethen as Holiday says: “Ego often causes the crash and then cifically addresses issues faced by pastors in moving from
one category of pastoring to another such as solo pastor to
blocks us from improving.”
associate pastor to senior pastor. This educational process
With egos in check there are certain skills that a senior pas- would equip pastors to move more comfortably and be bettor needs to possess. Susan Beaumont on her website pres- ter prepared to face their new challenges.
ents Ask Alban: Core Competencies of Large Church Leaders. She provides some well researched core competencies. I questioned an associate pastor presently serving a congregation in North Dakota who took continuing education
very seriously. He attended the Senior Pastors Course and
Beaumont identifies these core competencies:
was willing to share in detail his interests and concerns
•
Preaching and Worship Leadership
about continuing education after seminary. He had graduated from seminary about 10 years ago and seemed to me
•
Public Communication
to represent many young pastors. I wanted to know his experience with continuing education since being called to
•
Strategy and Vision
the ministry. He has been in active ministry for the past 11
•
Willingness to Engage Conflict
years. Here are his responses to my questions:
•

Decision Making

What continuing education is available?

•

Organizational Agility

•

Collaboration

•

Spiritual Maturity

A variety of courses are available through Luther Seminary,
which are on-campus offerings. I’ve not searched for reputable continuing education offered online. I’d be very open
to hearing of places to research.

•

Initiative

•

Ego Strength

•

Personal Resilience

We will discuss these core competencies in greater detail in
the coming chapters.
These core competencies cannot be practiced if the leader
is absent. Kreisler observes: “In 1 Samuel 2: 13&15, Eli’s
performance was characterized as a leader who was both
physically and mentally absent in the vital operations and
duties of conducting services and supervision of his sons.”
There is a need for well-trained senior pastors who are dedicated and committed to their calling, as well as a need for
pastors looking for ways to mature their ministry. This project offered pastors an opportunity to explore new ways of
improving and enhancing their skills as lead pastors.
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What continuing education is really
needED?
A combination of gifts discernment and/or more in-depth
training in gifts and strengths. Some continuing education
in the past has been a couple of days of drinking from a
firehose and so much content, I’ve needed more time to
unpack over several weeks’ time. I’d like continuing education that is active for 6-8 weeks in duration with weekly assignments/check-in with colleagues, etc. Also, taking
a class not in a particular strength area could broaden my
ministry perspective.

Why the need/want for continuing
education?
For the purpose of staying current in the larger scope of
Christian ministries and best practices, ministries, etc.
Some time for engaging something entirely brand new that
could enhance my ministry and leadership skills. Quality
continuing education in the past has allowed me to connect
with a wider number of colleagues and learn from others
while offering my best practices.

The Senior Pastor Course

This pastor wanted to grow his mind, to expand his understandings. Many pastors desire to grow and develop in their
abilities to lead and minister to God’s people. This desire to
learn is inherent in the nature of many of us in the ministry.
However, it seems common that this desire to mature and
grow may wane over the years. I would posit that this is not
for want but for lack of opportunity or clear direction.

It is my endeavor to step into that gap. I have visited with
bishops and clergy and have not found any courses that
address the educational and training gap in regard to the
skill set needed to be an effective senior pastor. A course
specifically addressed to the needs of pastors as they are
called to work with larger and larger congregations is urgently needed.

As a trained Intentional Interim, I have observed numerous
times where the previous pastor lacked the skills to take the
congregation to the next level or to even positively assist
the congregation to function effectively at its present level. The ‘Peter Principle’ theory articulated by Laurence J.
Peter states that a candidate for a promotion is considered
based on the performance in the current position and not
on the requisite skills needed for the new role. Peter postulates that “leaders rise to the highest level of their incompetence.”

Leading a large congregation today can be difficult especially when programs that were successful in the past suddenly are ineffective. The reason programs fail can be that
the congregation grows, the city around the church changes,
and/or the next generation sees the world through different
lenses. Church leaders and members of the congregation
wonder what has changed. Why has the congregation failed
to respond? What is the leadership doing wrong? Leadership must be equipped with the tools and education needed
to understand in depth the congregation they shepherd.

We can arrive at this level of incompetence quickly in
today’s world where new discoveries and better ways of
doing things are occurring at a phenomenal rate. This can
occur because we are not trained for the position, we are
not aware of the latest insights into managing ourselves or
shepherding others or we do not know what is happening
even in our own congregation and context of ministry. Oswald and Jacobson say: “Whole new arenas, whole new
ways of thinking, whole new disciplines of study began,
and are still beginning, to emerge.” We live in an amazing
world where advances in many disciplines are occurring at
an amazing rate.

The problem arises when leadership and members involved in the life of the church are unaware of how the
people are experiencing the church, what their hopes for
the future are, and what unique behaviors of the congregation the leadership needs to address. Members’ views of
the church are often developed by the small group of associations of which they are a part. Those small groups may
or may not correctly reflect the thoughts or attitudes of the
greater congregation. The question is: How do we get evidence that accurately depicts how everyone is experiencing
the church?

Challenges for Leaders

Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE) is a forerunner of organizations that brings in new information and education to
assist pastors in their calling. Oswald and Jacobson observe: “CPE-educated pastors, executives, and pastoral theology professors brought ideas into the groups and people
who made up religious congregations across the country.”
This is similar to the situation where farmers managing the
family farm were unable to keep up with the latest information on advances in agriculture. The county agent stepped
into the gap. For example, it is expected the “county agents
across the country whose task [it] is to know what is happening in agricultural research in universities, [needs] to
take what fits their county and turn it into stuff their farmers
can work with.”

J. Russell Crabtree in his book Owl Sight: Evidence-Based
Discernment and the Promise of Organizational Intelligence for Ministry states: “That is what this book is about:
delivering leaders and members from the guesswork of deliberation so that they can pour more of their energy into
the soul work of imagination and inspiration.” Leaders and
members of congregations want congregations with energy, imagination and inspiration. The question is: How do
we get there?
Pastors need to do a site study and survey of their congregation to get an accurate picture. There are tools that will help
the pastor and leadership find the evidence that promises
an opportunity for fruitful ministry in a large congregation.
Crabtree says: “Today, there are basically two kinds of organizations: (1) those with leaders who have clarity about
who they are, what they are called to do, and how well they
are doing it, and (2) those who do not.” Pastors need to
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leverage tools that provide them with information for the
greater good of the Kingdom of God.
Churches need to pay attention to the experience that members are having, just as Jesus was aware of the experiences His disciples were having under His shepherding and
teaching. With good information about the congregation,
the leadership can plan strategically and tactically, develop
capital campaigns, redesign staff and boards and be generally more effective and see more energy and fulfillment in
the mission of the congregation.

Every Pastor Needs to Know

Senior pastors of large congregations need to have a sense
of mission and be able to communicate that mission in a
very clear way through preaching and teaching. Stewardship supports the mission because raising the required resources is imperative for a successful ministry. The mission of Jesus was to those in need. Meeting congregational
needs as well as evangelizing the spiritually empty is a
unique and vital feature of the congregation’s mission.

Goals for the Pastors:
1.
To put into use critical thinking skills in analyzing
their ministry setting;
2.
To become aware of the strength, challenges and
uniqueness of the large congregation, and the specific leadership and organizational needs based upon size of congregation;
3.
To discover human resource tools and how they
are used for supervision, motivating and coordinating staff
teams in large congregations;
4.
To utilize evidence-based discernment for organizational intelligence for ministry;
5.
To describe basic types of research that are appropriate for Christian ministry;
6.
To discover ways to uncover the culture and identity of a congregation/ministry setting;

7.
To manage oneself and realize how we impact others in the areas of emotional intelligence and leadership
The purpose of the course was to give pastors tools that strengths.
will help them in their ministry. The course was not designed to tell pastors how to be senior pastors. Instead it
was designed to provide them with the requisite tools they The Challenge
need for ministry. Pastors will be able to tailor the tools
Leading a large congregation takes a leader who can orthey learn about to fit their unique situations.
ganize and divide that large number into hundreds, fifties,
and tens. As a congregation grows from ten members to
thousands of members, the church’s story is told about how
Purpose
it changed and grew structurally. I believe that Jesus was
The purpose of this project was to enable each participant preparing His disciples for the changes that were to come.
to better understand how to manage oneself, work with oth- The church had to grow. The disciples in the miracle of
ers, understand ministry in large congregations, implement the feeding of the multitudes had to learn how to handle
ministry, conduct research in ministry, and improve effec- that growth. We today can still glean lessons and learn from
what happened over 2000 years ago. This miracle is still
tiveness in ministry in any setting.
relevant for the church and its leaders today.
In the feeding of the multitudes, Jesus is faced with staff
issues, limited resources, people having present day needs
These were the goals for pastors who participated in this and spiritual hunger. All of this happens in the context of
project.
local and national politics. It also occurs when everyone is
exhausted and only one person, Jesus, has compassion.

Goals
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Compelled by Conscience –
Ethics and Role Conflict in the Life of a Chaplain
In March of 1982 the Chief of Staff of the Army, General
Edward C. Meyer, asked for a paper on the moral issues related to nuclear war and to the conflict in El Salvador. Due
to Chaplain Johnson’s background, training, and interest
the task of writing the paper was assigned to him. Chaplain
Johnson in his paper raised many issues which called into
The Reverend Kermit D. Johnson served as the 15th Chief question the morality of the current policy. Chaplain Johnof Chaplains of the United States Army. Born in Minne- son and the Director of the Army Staff disagreed on the
apolis, MN. In 1947 Chaplain Johnson began his military conclusions reached in the paper. (145)
service as a cadet at the United States Military Academy at
West Point. He then served as an infantry officer leading During the discussion and review period, Chaplain Johna platoon and company in the Korean War. In 1954 he re- son wrote to General Myer that 1) “In no way could a strasigned his commission and became a lay Christian mission- tegic nuclear war be considered a just war,” and 2) “people
ary in eastern Asia. In 1957 he began studies at Princeton of the third and fourth world, who I believe would rather
Theological Seminary and upon graduation with a Master not identify with communism, are nudged that way by our
of Divinity degree he returned to the Army as a chaplain cold shoulder.” (147)
endorsed by the United Presbyterian Church.
Knowing his opinions placed him out of step with the
During his service as a chaplain he served at Fort Benning Army and with many of the leaders of Army Chaplaincy,
and in Germany as well as other duty stations. He attended Chaplain Johnson announced in May that he would retire
the Command and General Staff College in 1969 and after on June 30, 1982, one year prior to the conclusion of his
language training, became the Senior Advisor to the Viet- four-year term as Chief of Chaplains. Present at his retirenamese Armed Forces’ Chief of Chaplains. After comple- ment to present him the Distinguished Service Medal for
tion of the Army War College he became the United States outstanding service in two wars and for his leadership at
Forces Command Chaplain and from there was promoted every echelon of the Army was General Edward C. Meyer,
to Brigadier General and Deputy Chief of Chaplains in a classmate from West Point and the Army Chief of Staff.
June of 1978. He became the fifteenth Chief of Chaplain (147)
in 1979. (115)
Upon retirement, Chaplain Johnson served as Associate
On November 23rd of that same year, two Harvard law Director of the non-governmental Center for Defense Instudents, Joel Katcoff and Allen. M. Wieder, filed suit chal- formation in Washington, D.C. He also was a member of
lenging the constitutionality of the Chaplaincy as an es- the Central America Working Group of the Presbyterian
tablishment of religion. (120) The two plaintiffs received Church, USA. A published author, two of Chaplain Johncredit toward their degrees for the filing. During the period son’s volumes are Ethics and Counterrevolution; American
of litigation Chaplain Johnson wrote, “The Court challenge Involvement in Internal Wars and Realism and Hope in a
to the Constitutionality of the Chaplaincy is the single most Nuclear Age. An essay entitled “Chaplain as Ethical Leadcritical issue facing us at this time. The future of the Chap- er” was penned by Chaplain Johnson and is the 6th chapter
in our volume Voices of Chaplaincy.
laincy rests on the outcome of this case…”(126).
Note: The following material is taken from “The Johnson Years” included in Encouraging Faith, supporting
Soldiers; the United States Army Chaplaincy, 1975-1995
authored by John W. Brinsfeld, Jr. All references are page
numbers in this volume.

Chaplain Johnson also used this focus on defending the
chaplaincy to reiterate his own priorities for chaplains; “the
soldier (is)our first priority” for a ministry that is both pastorally supportive and morally challenging. (Ibid)
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Today Chaplain Johnson is an honorably retired member of
the National Capital Presbytery, PC(USA) and resides with
his wife, the Rev. Carolyn Johnson, in Virginia. In a telephone conversation with Chaplain Johnson on November
28th he expressed his pleasure knowing ethics is a continuing concern of currently serving chaplains.

Compelled by Conscience
Chaplain (MG) Kermit D.
Johnson, USA, Retired
15th Chief of Chaplains of the
United States Army
Editor’s Note: Ethical issues are
as old as the human race. Our
immediate focus may change
from generation to generation
but in many ways, the problems
remain the same. As chaplains,
we learn from those who have gone before. This is as
true for ethical challenges as for any other area.
Below we provide an article authored by now retired
Army Chief of Chaplains Kermit Johnson. Originally
published in 1974 when he was a student at the Army
War College, it flowed from his long and distinguished
career as a professional officer – both in the infantry
and as a chaplain. His insights and references are applicable today and provide insight into what it means to
be a professional when ethical issues arise which have
immediate impact on one’s service and career. Chaplain Johnson faced many ethical and moral issues in
his leadership of Army Chaplains culminating is his decision to retire early over conflicts with administration
policy (see corresponding essay this issue). His career
and life are a testimony to the tensions chaplains face
in providing pastoral care and ethical advisement.
The below article was originally published in Parameters in January 1974. It is included here with the publisher’s and the author’s permission.

My next thought was that trading in steaks really wasn’t
much different from trading in bullet-proof vests. This
brought to mind the supply sergeant of another company
I commanded during the Korean War. He had no administrative ability whatever, but he always had a good supply
of bullet-proof vests. The only thing that helped me out of
Korea without supply shortages were those bullet-proof
vests—valuable trading materials.
These uncomfortable thoughts, dredged from the semi-subconscious at five in the morning, formed the starting point
for my thinking about the ethics of military leadership. But
still another question forced itself upon me: “Is this the
sort of thing which forms the substance of Watergate and
mini-Watergates?”
With this as background, I can’t pose as a flaming prophet
or crusader in the ethical area. Maybe this is just as well.
Perhaps in order to have an ethical consciousness we should
be aware of our personal fallibility. In recent reading, I’ve
noticed this awareness in Abraham Lincoln’s life. He was
constantly at odds with puritanical moralists and idealists
whom he could never please. Yet Lincoln knew very intimately what we are like as human beings. It came out in a
comment he made about our judicial system as he quoted
Thomas Jefferson, with approval: “Our judges are as honest as other men, and not more so. They have, with others,
the same passions for party, for power, and the privilege of
their corps.”1
At the outset, I must admit that I am probably as silent, as
tactful, as self-protective, and as non-risk taking and gutless
as anyone else. Yes, I have been forced to take some clearcut goal line stands—those Martin Luther deals where you
say, “Here I stand. I can do no other,” whether it’s to the
detriment of efficiency report, career, or whatever. However, this is exceptional.

Earlier this year, I awoke at 0500 hours thinking about an
ethics talk I was scheduled to give at the US Army War
College Memorial Chapel. As I allowed my mind to wander in free association, I got more than I bargained for. I
started out with a flashback of Vice-President Nixon’s visit On a day to day basis, the tightrope is a better metaphor. I
to the heavy mortar company I commanded on Okinawa believe that we walk a tightrope, constantly oscillating bein 1954.
tween the extremes of crusader and chameleon; both roles
are difficult and we burn up a lot of energy attempting to
It was pleasant to recall that my company had been select- walk the tightrope between these two positions. The crued for the Vice-President’s visit because we consistently sader, to use a phrase of J. D. Salinger, seems to “give off
had the best mess on the island. However, this triggered the stink of piousness”2 or self-righteousness. On the other
a thought about my mess sergeant. For some unknown
reason, he could come up with juicy steaks whenever they 1
Elton Trueblood, Abraham Lincoln, Theologian of Ameriwere needed, whether they were on the menu or not. I re- can Anguish (New York: Harper and Row, 1973), p. 123.
called that he had some contacts with the Air Force and
apparently was involved in trading, but I never bothered to 2
J. D. Salinger, Franey and Zooey (Boston: Little, Brown,
look into it.
1955), p. 158.
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hand, the chameleon is so non-principled that if you told
him “A” was right one week and then that “non-A” was
right the next week, he’d dutifully and loyally click his
heels together and say, “Yes, sir.”

I would like to emphasize four pressing ethical issues for
leaders in the military establishment to consider. The first
is the danger posed by the acceptance of various forms of
ethical relativism, or the blurring of right from wrong. It appears obvious that the erosion of a sense of right and wrong
My own self-understanding, then, in discussing this matter in favor of a “no-fault” society poses a threat to sound ethof ethics is that of a tight-rope walker caught alternately ical judgments.
between the positions of crusader and chameleon—in one
instance donning the uniform of a pure knight in shining A brilliant young major, now out of the Army, once told me
armor and, at the other times, crawling into my chameleon that we can never say anything is right or wrong. He said
skin of comfort and compromise. To the extent that others very blatantly, “Everything is relative. There is no right or
have felt this ethical tension, I hope this article will encour- wrong.” I then asked him if the killing of six million Jews
age fellow crusader-chameleons to surface those ethical is- in World War II was wrong and whether the actions of an
sues with which we all struggle from day to day.
Adolph Eichmann were wrong. He said, “Well, it depends
on what was going on in Eichmann’s mind.” What basis
In the December 1973 issue of “Worldview,” Josiah Bun- does this man have for making ethical judgments with his
ting, a former Army officer and a crusader type who wrote belief that all is relative?
The Lionheads, refers to “the tyranny of the dull mind,”
which, he says, “one so often encounters in the military.” Less blatant but equally devastating to ethical judgments is
But he’s objective enough to speak also of “the tyranny of a subtle and disguised form of ethical relativism practiced
the gifted mind” and he says these types are more danger- frequently in the military setting. It comes out of the tenous because they withhold their true judgments lest they dency to have a functional or pragmatic attitude. I’ve heard
jeopardize the hopes for success which their ambitions Army officers say impatiently, “Hell, don’t give me all that
have carved out for them.
theory. I just want to know what works.”4 This, of course,
is a theory—”what works is right.” Such a hazardous ethiHe quotes B. H. Liddell Hart, discussing British officers, at cal position is made worse by emphasis on getting the job
this point:
done, no matter what. Performance of the mission is everything; therefore, the question of what is right often gets lost
A different habit, with worse effect, was the way that
in the shuffle of practicality and necessity, if indeed ethical
ambitious officers, when they came in sight of promoquestions are even raised.
tion to the general’s list, would decide that they would
bottle up their thoughts and ideas, as a safety precauA second ethical issue every military leader should face
tion, until they reached the top and could put these
ideas into practice. Unfortunately, the usual result, after
PERFORMANCE OF THE MISSION IS EVERYyears of such self-repression for the sake of their ambiTHING; THEREFORE THE QUESTION OF WHAT
tion, was that when the bottle was eventually uncorked
IS RIGHT OFTEN GETS LOST IN THE SHUFFLE
3
the contents had evaporated.
OF PRACTICALITY AND NECESSITY...
What Hart is saying should not be limited to promotion to
general. The process starts much earlier. I would have to
Scientific research by James W. Tyler in A Study of The
agree that if we don’t now expose the relevant ethical issues 4
that affect our daily lives, when we become Chief of Staff Personal Value Systems of U.S. Army Officers and a Comparison
or Chief of Chaplains and open up the bottle, we’re going with American Managers, an unpublished University of Minnesota
to find that there isn’t any carbonation left, no zip. It will be thesis in August 1969, has shown “first-order” values to be pragmatic ones such as high productivity, organizational efficiency, my
gone. It simply can’t be saved that long.
3
Josiah Bunting, “The Conscience of a Soldier,” Worldview
(December 1973), p. 7.
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boss and achievement. “Second-order” values are ethical and moral
values such as trust, honor, dignity, equality, etc. See US Army War
College, Study on Military Professionalism, Carlisle Barracks, Pa.,
30 June 1970, pp. B-6 and B-7.

Compelled by Conscience

is what I call the loyalty syndrome. This is the practice
wherein questions of right or wrong are subordinated to
the overriding value of loyalty to the boss. Loyalty, an admirable and necessary quality within limits, can become
all-consuming. It also becomes dangerous when a genuine, wholesome loyalty to the boss degenerates into covering up for him, hiding things from him, or not differing
with him when he is wrong.
General Shoup, former Marine Corps Commandant, once
said something like this: “I don’t want a ‘yes’ man on my
staff, because all he can give back to me is what I believe
already.” Now for a leader to honestly say this and to attempt to carry it out, I would think he would have to be
very secure. To turn it around, the less secure a leader is,
the greater his need for pseudo-loyalty, that is, for fewer
ideas that threaten his position. The simplest and quickest
way he can get this type of loyalty is through fear. There
is little doubt in my mind that fear is often a motivational
factor in Army leadership, and also a major trouble spot
in terms of ethical practice. This is confirmed in a study
entitled The United States Army’s Philosophy of Management, done by eight officers in the Army Comptrollership Program at Syracuse University. With reference to a
survey of officers and civilians on managerial practices in
the Army, the report said:
From the statements concerning fear, one can conclude
that the use of fear is perceived by a majority of respondents, especially the lower ranking respondents,
to deeply pervade the Army’s organization structure.
Lower ranking respondents generally believe that managers are unwilling to admit errors and are encouraged
to stretch the truth because of how fear operates within the system. They believe that fear itself and the life
and death power of efficiency reports are the primary
means used by their superiors to motivate subordinates’
performance. When lower ranking officers are afraid to
tell superiors about errors, embarrassing situations for
the individual, the manager, and the organization can
arise when the errors are finally disclosed. The persistence of fear as a stimulator of performance can have
repercussions.5
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www.mca-usa.org
situation.” More than this, the use of fear to guarantee a
sterile form of loyalty contributes to an environment where
suppression of truth is guaranteed.
Concern about what might turn out to be an “embarrassing situation” leads into a third ethical trap on which we’ve
been particularly hung-up for years in the Army, namely,
the anxious worry over image. We frequently run scared;
instead of acting upon what is right, we often hear: “You
know, if we do this, it’ll be embarrassing to the Army’s image.”

Whereas with the loyalty syndrome people are reluctant
to tell the truth, with the image syndrome they aren’t even
interested in it. What becomes important is how things are
This report says that “when lower ranking officers are perceived, rather than how things really are. Thus, a dream
afraid to tell superiors about errors” it is an “embarrassing world of image is created which is often different from the
world of reality.

5
Management Research Center Report, The United States Army’s Philosophy of Management, Syracuse University, August 1972,
p. 77.

Let’s look at some quick examples:
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-- the former recruiting poster: not “Join the U.S. Army”
but “The Army wants to join you.” How true is it?
-- A general at his new duty station who tells his information officer: “You’re going to make me my next
star.”
-- A unit commander who says: “This is the best unit in
the U.S. Army,” and yet refuses to seriously consider
negative input.
-- And what about our craze for “innovation?” How
much of it is based on a desire for good publicity or
catching our rater’s eye with “dash and flash,” and how
much of it is based on the desire for quality and solid achievement in the unglamorous “bread and butter”
items of our daily job?
As you read this, add examples from your own experience
and you will probably arrive fairly close to my conclusion:
at times, the obsession with image in the U.S. Army borders on institutional paranoia.
A fourth ethical trouble spot in our military experience involves the drive for success. This is the masochistic whip
by which, sometimes, we punish ourselves and by which
we sometimes are beaten sadistically by others.
In Vietnam, I escorted a speaker who was sponsored by
the Department of Defense. I took him to see some of the
best and the brightest of our leadership. On one occasion,
I heard a high-ranking officer tell our visitor about a field
grade officer who objected to the body count and to the
wisdom of some current operations. The General to whom
we were talking repeated gruffly what he told this field
grade officer’s superior: “Give ‘em some candy and send
‘em back up.” In other words, you can buy off his ethical
sensitivity—give him some medals and ribbons and send
him back to his unit.

adequate—go back and do it again.”6 “Give ‘em some candy and send ‘em back up.” But at what price success or
even survival?
The internally-generated drive for success which we all
possess is compounded by the externally-demanded results
which signal success. In one word this adds up to pressure.
We have this in common with other professions. While
reading a study of 1,700 executive readers entitled “How
Ethical Are B u sin essm en?”, conducted by Harvard Business Review, I found the following comments under the
title “Pressure:”
A controller resents “repeatedly having to act contrary
to my sense of justice in order to `please.’ In upper
middle management, apparently, one’s own ethical will
must be subordinated to that of interests ‘at the top’—
not only to advance, but even to be retained.”
The sales manager of a very large corporation phrases
his views most bluntly: “The constant everyday pressure from top management to obtain profitable business; unwritten, but well understood, is the phrase, ‘at
any cost.’ To do this requires every conceivable dirty
trick.”
A young engineer testifies that he was “asked to present ‘edited’ results of a reliability study; I refused, and
nearly got fired. I refused to defraud the customer, so
they had others do it.”7
It may be small comfort to realize that business leaders also
experience pressures to buy off ethical sensitivity, through
jeopardy of career advancement or retention. Yet one would
hope for better standards in the military services where
profit motive demands are absent, and where its members
are dedicated to a lifetime of service to their country.

Interestingly enough, the Harvard Business Review study
also indicated that there were pressures from bosses which
Compare this with a comment by one of the respondents in helped employees to act ethically. The study concluded: if
the section on “Integrity” from the Study on Military Pro- you want to act ethically, find an ethical boss.8
fessionalism done by the US Army War College in 1970:
“One of the most violent reactions we got was from the
body count, particularly from the young combat arms offiUS Army War College, Study on Military Professionalism,
cers recently back from Vietnam basically being given quo- 6
Carlisle Barracks, Pa., 30 June 1970, p. B-1-10.
tas, or if not given quotas, being told that their count wasn’t
7
George A. Smith, Jr., Business, Society, and the Individual
(Richard D. Irwin, Homewood, Ill., 1962), pp. 59-60.
8
Ibid., p. 52.
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Fortunately, there are a great many leaders in the Army who,
by personal example, offer this ethical encouragement to
others. However, while the Army neither compels its personnel to compromise their ethical principles nor condones
unethical behavior, the importance of an institutional drive
to push ethical leaders to the fore becomes significant since
individuals cannot always choose their commanders. It also
means building into the institutional structure and leadership training process such emphasis on ethics that leaders
who use unethical methods will be exposed.
THE TASK OF BUILDING AN ETHICAL ENVIRONMENT WHERE LEADERS AND ALL PERSONNEL ARE INSTRUCTED, ENCOURAGED,
AND REWARDED FOR ETHICAL BEHAVIOR IS
A MATTER OF FIRST IMPORTANCE....

PLACE
YOUR
AD IN
The Military Chaplain

The task of building an ethical environment where leaders
and all personnel are instructed, encouraged, and rewarded
for ethical behavior is a matter of first importance.

For more information call

All decisions, practices, goals, and values of the entire institutional structure which make ethical behavior difficult
should be examined, beginning with the following:

Please address inquiries or requests
to Editor at chaplains@mca-usa.org

(703) 533-5890

-- First, blatant or subtle forms of ethical relativism
which blur the issue of what is right or wrong, or which
bury it as a subject of little or no importance.
-- Second, the exaggerated loyalty syndrome, where
people are afraid to tell the truth and are discouraged
from it.
-- Third, the obsession with image, where people are
not even interested in the truth.
-- And last, the drive for success, in which ethical sensitivity is bought off or sold because of the personal need
to achieve.
Before being sentenced for his Watergate role, Jeb Stuart
Magruder testified: “Somewhere between my ambition and
my ideals I lost my ethical compass. I found myself on a
path that had not been intended for me by my parents or my
principles or by my own ethical instincts.”9 In the Army, we
must insure that the ambition of the professional soldier can
move him along the path of career advancement only as he
makes frequent azimuth checks with his ethical compass.

9

New York Times, May 22, 1974, p. 37.
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Civil Air Patrol Introduces
Mission Chaplain Rating
Chaplain, Lt Col Marcus L Taylor, CAP
Special Adviser to the Chief of Chaplains, Civil Air Patrol (CAP), for Mission Chaplain Programs and Emergency Service Training
The CAP Chaplain Corps has instituted a new Mission
Chaplain (MC) Rating Regulation and Emergency Services (ES) Training Program. The new programs were the
brain-child of Chaplain, Lt Col Marcus Taylor, following
his experience as a member of the Joint Forces Ministry
Team for the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill Crisis Response
Mission. (Chaplain Taylor was a recipient of the MCA Distinguished Service Award for his involvement in this mission.) Since 2011, he has been developing the tenets of the
programs using the Chaplain Corps Region Staff College
of the CAP Southeast Region as a test bed. For the last three
years of the development process, he has been joined and
assisted by Chaplains, Lt Col Linda J Pugsley and Lt Col
Van Don Williams, and supported and advised by Chaplain, Col James W Hughes, the current Chief of the CAP
Chaplain Corps, to bring the process to its final conclusion
and implementation.
The new MC designation will be reflected in three (3) ratings levels that will signify the full scope of service and
operations for the Chaplain Corps. The new program also
establishes new ES designations for the Character Development Instructors (CDIs), namely Chaplain Support
Specialists (CSS), that will be reflected in two (2) ratings
levels. Chaplain Corps personnel will respond and operate
utilizing Chaplain Support Teams (CST) consisting of one
(1) MC/one (1) CSS for CAP Support activity; and two (2)
MCs/one (1) CSS for Disaster Support activity. The new
ratings will be:
Mission Chaplain – CAP Support (MC-CS) – the basic MC rating for all CAP appointed Chaplains which
prepares them for supporting and responding to all
CAP level training, operations and mission activities.
Mission Chaplain – Disaster Support (MC-DS) –
the advanced level MC rating for those CAP appointed
Chaplains wishing to prepare themselves for support-
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ing all real world natural/man-made disasters or national emergency situations CAP is called upon to respond
to by DoD, HLS, FEMA, and other Federal, State and
Local ES agencies.
Mission Chaplain – Air Force Support (MC-AF) – a
special MC rating for those CAP appointed Chaplains
meeting USAF specified requirements for supporting
all Air Force assigned tasks, operations and mission activities CAP is called upon to respond to.
Chaplain Support Specialist – CAP Support (CSSCS) - the basic CSS rating for all CAP appointed CDIs
which prepares them for giving Chaplain support on a
CST for all CAP level training, operations and mission
activities

Civil Air Patrol Introduces Mission Chaplain Rating
Chaplain Support Specialist – Disaster Support
(CSS-DS) – the advanced level CSS rating for those
CAP appointed CDIs wishing to prepare themselves
for giving Chaplain support on a CST for all real world
natural/man-made disasters or national emergency
situations CAP is called upon to respond to by DoD,
HLS, FEMA, and other Federal, State and Local ES
agencies.

There is no Air Force Support
designation for CDIs

for the new Chaplain Corps Emergency Services School
(ChESS). The training event was a forty (40) hour intensive
course, involving classroom instruction, Tabletop (TTX)
and FEMA Virtual Tabletop Exercises (VTTX), Field Exercises, and a written Final Exam. The course took place at
CAP National Headquarters, Maxwell AFB, AL, 23 – 27
Jan 2017. These individuals will be able to serve as potential training staff for the ChESS, and Skills Evaluator
Trainer (SET) agents in their various Wings and Regions.
The individuals pictured are as follows (From L to R ):

The new Chaplain Corps Emergency Services School (ChESS) is now a permanent
addition to the CAP National Emergency Services Academy (NESA), held every summer
in July at the Camp Atterbury Joint Training
Base, IN. The NESA program is a two week
intensive, advanced level ES training program
utilized by CAP to provide training to all of
its ES and Operations disciplines. ChESS was
successfully Beta Tested at the 2016 NESA
training session, and has now been established
as a permanent additional training venue for
CAP Chaplain Corps personnel (Chaplains/
CDIs). The training at NESA is done through
four training schools:
Incident Command System School (ICSS)
Ground Search and Rescue School (GSAR)
Mission Air School (MAS)
Chaplain Corps Emergency Services School (ChESS)
ChESS will conduct two (2) additional training sessions
each year, in the Spring and Fall, beyond the regular NESA
training schedule. This will allow CAP Chaplain Corps personnel a wider flexibility of training options to meet their
needs and busy pastoral ministry schedules. ChESS will
be operated under the umbrella of the Incident Command
System School, and will provide ES training for Chaplain
Corps personnel comparable to the training received by all
other ES/Ops disciplines in CAP. The curriculum and mission training activity will ensure that the Chaplain Corps
is fully trained, ready and able to give Chaplain Support to
all CAP Missions; real-world, large-scale disaster missions
and national emergencies; and, Air Force Support missions.

First Row - CDI, Col Kenneth Parris, Ch, Lt Col Ronny
Whitt, Ch, Lt Col Nancy Smalley, Ch, Lt Col Alvianette
Kennedy, Ch, Lt Col Linda Pugsley - ChESS/TTT Instructor, Ch Lt Col Marcus Taylor - ChESS Director/TTT Instructor, Ch Lt Col Steven Thomas, Ch Capt Michael Morison
Second Row - Ch, Lt Col Donald Mikitta, Ch Lt Col John
Joslin, Ch Lt Col Wayne Byerly, Ch, Lt Col Sergio Freeman, Ch, Lt Col Van Don Williams - ChESS Instructor/
TTT Registrar, Ch, Lt Col Gary Eno
Third Row - Ch, Lt Col David Smelser, Ch, Capt Kevin
Massey, Ch, Lt Col Harrell Cobb
Not pictured - Ch, Capt Joseph Breault, Colonel Rickey
Oeth - NESA ICSS Commandant

The two additional photographs depict activity moments
during the Train-the-Trainer Course by the TTT Staff (Picture 2 – Staff Consultation), and the TTT Class (Picture 3
Pictured in the group photograph is the Training Staff and – Tabletop Exercise).
2017 Graduates of the first Train-the-Trainer (TTT) Course
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Earning his star:
Elizabethtown Native Ed Brandt Promoted to
Senior Army National Guard Chaplain
Earle Cornelius
Staff Writer
Feb 25, 2017
Elizabethtown native K. Edward Brandt, 57, was promoted to senior Army National Guard chaplain and U.S. Army
deputy chief of chaplains for the National Guard on Feb. 1
and was recognized in formal ceremonies Friday in Arlington, Virginia, and Wilmington, Delaware.
The eagles on his epaulets, symbolizing the rank of colonel,
were replaced with single stars, signifying his new rank as
brigadier general.

His posting in Delaware led him to
Iraq, where he was
deployed in 2008-09
with the 261st Theater Tactical Signal
Brigade, a National Guard unit from
Delaware. He was
charged with the pastoral care of 1,200
soldiers.

Brandt, who was
stationed inside the
compound, said that
although he could
hear shooting beyond the safety zone, he felt safe. But it
was inside the complex of camps — at nearby Camp Liberty — that he experienced what he termed his most trauBut his chaplaincy allowed him “to connect with the mili- matic incident with the military.
tary in a way I never would have had before. I met people
I never would have met in my life. I’ve gone places I never On May 11, 2009, U.S. Army Sgt. John M. Russell shot and
would have gone. It was a way to live out my Christian killed five fellow soldiers following an argument at a combat stress center. Brandt saw emergency personnel at Camp
calling in a different dimension.”
Liberty as he was jogging that day. When he returned to his
Brandt’s mother — who planned to attend Friday’s cere- office, he was informed of the shooting.
mony along with his wife, Jane, his siblings, children and
grandchildren — called her son “an achiever. Ed is very The Rev. Timothy Meier, a fellow chaplain and Jesuit
much like his father. He loves to help people,” she said of priest, spoke about giving the soldiers last rites during his
sermon the following Sunday.
the eldest of her five children.
The son of Jean Brandt, Elizabethtown, and the late state
Rep. Kenneth Brandt never envisioned spending the majority of his life in the National Guard, “never expected it to
become a full-time vocation,” he said via telephone earlier
this week.

“It was a very memorable sermon,” Brandt said.

Most traumatic incident

A 1977 graduate of Elizabethtown High School, Brandt Serving all faiths
joined the National Guard in 1989 while serving as pastor
at Cedar Grove Presbyterian Church (USA) in East Earl Chaplains either perform or provide service for all personTownship. In 1997, he moved to Red Clay Creek Presby- nel. His brigade included Muslim, Jewish and Christian
soldiers, and the chapel at Camp Victory served all faiths.
terian Church in Wilmington.
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“I thought, ‘What a marvelous use of space,’” he said. That said, the job is not for everyone. It can involve long
“Same place, different styles of worship and, in Ed Brandt’s hours counseling young men on issues ranging from how
to keep marriages intact, manage financial issues, and deal
mind, all children of God.”
with post-traumatic stress disorder resulting from battleThe Army’s chief of chaplains, Maj. Gen. Paul K. Hurley, field experiences.
has admonished fellow chaplains to “Live out your call.”
“The chaplains we bring on are folks who take care of
That means on weekends, Brandt returns to Wilmington themselves spiritually, take care of themselves physically
and attends Westminster Presbyterian Church, where he and emotionally and ... sharpen their skills in a way that
helps with a group of Vietnam and Gulf War I veterans.
cares for soldiers and their families,” he explained.
“You talk about the changes people have, the common “I tell people, if this is an 8-5 job for you, go look for anothshared experiences and the struggles people have. And I er job. You need to take care of people.”
am learning a lot from them.”
Given his late father’s occupation, Brandt confidently comBrandt’s new post gives him dual responsibilities. He will pared the job of pastor to that of politician.
serve as the primary liaison to the chief of chaplains office,
presenting the issues, challenges and concerns faced by the “Wherever you’ve got people, you’ve got problems. You’re
working with people and navigating land mines.”
Army National Guard in terms of chaplains.
As senior Army National Guard chaplain, he will serve Lt.
Gen. Timothy Kadavy and work with the adjutant generals
of the 50 states, the District of Columbia and U.S. territories of Guam, Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico to troubleshoot issues for the chaplain corps.

Brandt’s promotion speaks to how successfully he has dealt
with many of those land mines in the past 28 years.

130 vacancies to fill

http://lancasteronline.com/features/faith_values/earninghis-star-elizabethtown-native-ed-brandt-promoted-to-senior/article_d2a154ee-fa9c-11e6-b5f8-4f764c14a96f.html

One of the issues Brandt faces is the need to bring the complement of chaplains to full capacity. There currently are
130 vacancies to be filled.

Reprinted by permission of LancasterOnline and Lancaster
Newspaper –

Women’s Scholarship Fund

For over twenty-five years the Air Force women chaplain’s non-profit organization, Women United in Ministry (WUIM),
provided assistance to women in military ministry to attend training in support of their professional development. This year
WUIM voted to dissolve and to provide its remaining assets to the MCA. Their only request: that these monies be placed in a
designated fund to provide assistance in accord with the original intent for which they were given.
The National Executive Committee received this gift with gratitude and established a special fund in August of this year. The
purpose of the fund is to enable women chaplain candidates, military chaplains, and Veterans Affairs chaplains to receive
needed scholarship assistance to attend training to include future MCA conferences.
This fund is now open for further contributions and can be used to assist women involved in military ministry as they seek
professional development in support of their ongoing service. Our hope is the initial generous gift will multiply many times
over and help advance ministry to all who serve our great nation. Thank you members of WUIM for your vision, spirit of
generosity, and service.
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Book Review
Just War Reconsidered-Strategy, Ethics, and Theory
by James M. Dubik, Lexington, KY:
University Press of Kentucky, 2016
Review by
Chaplain (COL) Kenneth Sampson, USA, Retired
Looking on from the outside at the processes of our strategic, Washington, DC, based decision-makers, I assumed
just war principles strongly influenced and were thoroughly
embedded within civilian and military patterns of thought.
However the closer I got, while living and working near
or inside the DC “Beltway” as Army Materiel Command
Chaplain and then Senior Military Fellow for Ethics and
Leadership at National Defense University, this notion
seemed less and less the case. Into this vacuum fits Just War
Reconsidered, a most helpful analysis and argument for just
war principles being employed at our nation’s war-waging,
strategic levels.
My personal respect for the author, LTG James M. Dubik,
US Army RET., Senior Fellow of the Association of the
U.S. Army’s Institute of Land Warfare, could not be deeper. Few senior military figures possess better academic and
strategic leadership credentials. His heartfelt commitment
to Soldier-level ethics and developing their moral courage
is widely known. And, his wisdom regarding expressions
of personal faith within the armed forces context is exceptionally insightful.

and military leaders on
the battlefield: ‘The cruelest decisions [are left]
to be made by the men
[and women] on the
spot’” (p. 135).
Secondly, the author’s description of
the strategic decision-making environment, and the
continuous need
for assessment
and reassessment to align
war aims, will
educate and
inform all who serve in
operational and strategic
environments, including
Religious Support Teams. General Dubik’s portrayal of
the realities of war (“decisions can be mistaken, facts can
be misunderstood...” p. 84), the “bruising discussions” required within war-waging circles, and thorough definition
of prudence (“...exercising sound judgment, being able to
assess the facts...pick out the best actual course of action...”
p. 99) are especially enlightening.

Lastly, the book challenges our national leadership, and
armed forces officers who aspire to serve at operational and
strategic levels, to be accountable to the highest moral and
ethical principles within their war-waging deliberations,
decisions and directives. Without such care, the “confusion, insufficient attention, and lack of...cohesion” fostered
The genius of Just War Reconsidered is threefold. In dis- result in a catastrophic price to be paid in blood (p. 45).
tinguishing between war-fighting (tactical dimensions of
war’s conduct) and war-waging (directing strategic aspects “Jus in Bello’s War-Waging Principles” (chapter 6) inin administrating war--determining policy, national and clude: (1) continuous dialogue amongst senior civil and
military strategies, operational guidance...) duties, and the military leaders before, during and after war, to adapt, set
place of just war considerations within the strategic realm, conditions, conduct and reassess war-waging duties; (2)
this text meets a genuine need. The role of senior political final decision authority (military subordination to civil
and military officials to ensure justice-within-war places authority) a necessity within the often “rough-and-tumble
these war-waging leaders “...in a position akin to soldiers dialogue-execution regime” (p. 150); (3) managerial competence to make bureaucracies work (using existing struc38
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tures, ad hoc organizations or creating new systems) to
ensure war-waging fitness occurs; (4) war legitimacy to
make certain the support of civilian populations occurs for
the total effort; (5) resignation of those in authority under
necessary, permissible, and very limited conditions.

and accountable--indeed responsible--to ensure Just War
considerations are embedded within their processes, decisions and outcomes.
Religious Support Teams, especially at the operational
and strategic levels, can put to good use the outstanding
analysis found in Just War Reconsidered. Their abilities
to advise senior command and staff--and the necessity to
do so--will be strengthened by thorough understanding of
the concepts and war-waging environment outlined within this text. Programs for development and education of
strategic leader Chaplains, Religious Affairs and Religious
Program Specialist Senior NCO/Petty Officers benefit
from including this work. Endorsing Agents may wish to
place this book into the hands of selected young Chaplains
to stretch, acclimate and equip them to realities of operational and strategic levels of ministry. Chiefs of Chaplain
Offices and chaplaincy Schools would benefit from assigning this study to their senior chaplain and NCO/Petty
Officers.

Beneficial as I found these thoughts, I wondered about
naming these strategic justice-in-war concepts as “principles.” Within war, established principles of the just war
tradition (legitimate authority, right intent, last resort, reasonable chance of success, discrimination, proportionality...) span the tactical to strategic spectrum. To add to these
principles a specific strategic dimension as advocated in
Just War Reconsidered may confer an increased weight
and authority. Yet there seems to be a disconnect. Just War
principles have developed over millennia by theologians,
political theorist/practitioners, and philosophers. Though
continuing to evolve, their essential core is straightforward and established. To call these newly identified
strategic-level “ground-rules” Just War principles seems
confusing, and may lead to garbled “buy in” by senior milJust War Reconsidered is an exceptionally valuable, clearitary and political leaders.
ly written, and expansive book. Our war-waging civilian
I would argue that specifics of this war-waging justice- and military leaders are the direct beneficiaries. Our nation
in-war framework would be more adequately served by at large, and armed forces members who execute policy
naming them responsibilities rather than principles. “Con- at a tactical, “on the ground” level, likewise benefit. And,
tinuous dialogue, final decision authority, managerial com- our Religious Support Teams have much to gain in assurpetence...” are more duties than principles. They describe ance, confidence and identity within operational/strategic
“a particular burden of obligation” upon those who wage settings, by awareness, study, and application to their minwar. Strategic military and civilian leaders are answerable istry of this wise and judicious work.

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS

The MCA sends a weekly email “Newsgram” to members and subscribers. If you are not receiving it, you can
sign up for it on our web page (www.mca-usa.org) or send us a note with your current or best address to
chaplains@mca-usa.org so we can update our database.
Please keep all your information up to date by using the Members tab on the MCA webpage.

Publish Your Articles
If you are a young chaplain, publishing your articles can be an excellent way to enhance your resume for the
future. If you are a senior chaplain, your articles will share your experience, strength, and wisdom with others. If
you are retired, your experience of transition and civilian life can give hope beyond the uniform.
The MCA provides two opportunities for members to publish their articles and books, and we seriously desire
your writing! Submit your articles for publication on issues and concerns facing chaplains in and out of federal
service: Voices of Chaplaincy or The Military Chaplain magazine. Submit your articles to the National Office by
mail or e-mail.
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Renew and Commit
2017: The MCA at 92
In 1950, The United States Congress declared the Military Chaplains Association of the United States of America to
be a federally chartered corporation with the following purposes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

to safeguard and strengthen the forces of faith and morality of our Nation;
to perpetuate and deepen the bonds of understanding and friendship of our military service;
to preserve our spiritual influence and interest in all members and veterans of the Armed Forces;
to uphold the Constitution of the United States; and
to promote justice, peace, and good will.

Today we carry on the mandate given us by the Congress with members in all 50 states, the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico, Washington, DC, and five foreign countries. We are composed of actively serving, former, and retired
chaplains from the U.S. Armed Forces, the Department of Veterans Affairs, and the Civil Air Patrol. We also have
associate members who are friends of chaplaincy from other cognate organizations and allied nation chaplain corps.
In total, we are over 2,500 strong and continue to advance the cause of chaplaincy and speak on its behalf.
As our world and nation change with time, so does chaplaincy. As we look to the future and in accord with our
charter, the MCA has adopted five principle building blocks to ensure we remain the voice for chaplaincy. These are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Advocate for Professional Military Chaplaincy
Establish and Strengthen Strategic Partnerships to Support Chaplaincy
Revitalize and Renew Local MCA Chapters
Continue as a Proponent for Chaplaincy at the National Level
Provide Professional Representation of Chaplaincy

We are a member based organization, dependent on you, our members and friends, to continue our service. We
receive no federal funds and do not sell our member’s information to gain income. Your support is critical to our
fulfilling our mission.
Annual Members: The renewal period for annual membership in the Military Chaplains Association for 2017 is
now open. You may renew online at www.mca-usa.org today. Thank you to all who have renewed in 2017.
Life Members: Thank you for your lifelong commitment to the MCA. Chaplaincy is for life! Please consider your
continued investment in our service. A regular monthly gift will contribute greatly to our cause. You may contribute
via the website, through a direct transfer, automatic
deduction, or check. Please contact the office with
any questions or for assistance – chaplains@mcausa.org.
Our strength and success are rooted in your
contributions and involvement. Please let us know
how we can be value added for you. And let us
know also, how you can help us fulfill the charter
which governs our service.
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“Students are looking for personal face-to-face
interaction where they can have somebody
pour into their life from an experienced view of
chaplaincy. That’s what our program delivers.”
–Dr. Michael Langston, CAPT, CHC, USN (Ret.)
CIU Chaplaincy Program Director

Learn from over 30 years of military
ministry experience.
The life of a military chaplain requires the compassion
of a pastor and the knowledge of a scholar. Preparation
requires more than what’s offered in a textbook. That’s
why CIU’s program focuses on how to apply chaplaincy
principles to authentic situations that arise within military
ministry.

www.ciu.edu/chaplaincy

Learn to advise commanders, counsel military personnel,
and offer pastoral care to their families.

#DiscoverCIU

(800) 777-2227, ext. 5024
yesciu@ciu.edu

Columbia International University admits students of any race, color, and national or ethnic origin and complies with Title IX regulations.
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2017 MCA
National Institute and
Annual Meeting
October 24 – 26, 2017
Newport News Marriott
at City Center

740 Town Center Drive, Newport News, VA 23606
Religion and Spirituality: The Impact on Chaplains
Hotel reservations now available – call 866-329-1758 and ask for
Military Chaplains Room Block

Staying Connected
The Military Chaplain is one of four vehicles we use to keep up with you and to keep you
informed about chaplaincy, the MCA, and information for our community, to include
deaths of our friends, and events of interest to our members.
A second vehicle is our weekly NEWSGRAM delivered via e-mail. If you do not currently
receive it, please sign up at www.mca-usa.org - Sign up for our Email Newsletter. We send
the NEWSGRAM on Wednesday morning. At any point, you may “unsubscribe”. We do not
share our mailing list with any other organization.
The third vehicle is the United States Post Office. In addition to the magazine, we send out
annual renewal notices, on request - registration forms for our Annual Meeting & National
Institute, and other occasional mailings we believe will benefit out membership.
Our fourth vehicle is our website (www.mca-usa.org). On the website you can update your
contact information, renew your membership, donate to the work of the MCA, register for
the National Institute, and read back issues of The Military Chaplain. Individuals may join
the MCA here as well. Please visit often to stay up to date on all things chaplain.
You are important to us. Please keep us up to date on your contact information and
activities.
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TAPS
Since the Winter 2016 issue of The Military Chaplain, we have heard about some of our chaplains who have gone to their greater reward.

Chaplain Lemuel M. Boyles
COL, USAF, Retired
Pentecostal Church of God
MCA Life Member
January 27, 2017
Albuquerque, NM

Chaplain David W. Hoh		
COL, USA, Retired
Evangelical Lutheran Church
in America
November 19, 2016
Galveston, TX

Chaplain John R. Doughty
Lt Col, CAP, Retired
Coalition of Spirit Filled
Churches
May 10, 2016
Albuquerque, NM

Chaplain William C. L. Asher
CAPT, USN, Retired
American Baptist
October 26, 2016
Brandon, FL

Chaplain
Edwin Douglas Stanfield
CAPT, USN, Retired
February 16, 2017
United Methodist Church		
Chaplain David Burnett		
LTC, USA, Retired
November 22, 2016
Pflugerville, TX

Chaplain John P. “Jack” Torp
COL, USA, Retired
Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ)
March 11, 2017
Sierra Vista, AZ
Chaplian Richard D. Meyer
January 01, 1997
Mercer Island, WA
Ms. Constance P. Millian		
January 24, 2017
Carlsbad, CA

Thank You
Paypal Giving Fund
Estate of Rev. H. Earl Morris, JR.
Amazon Smile
United Way California Capital
Region
Capt. Gerald Richardson
Chaplain Emory Anderson
Chaplain Melba Banks
Chaplain Thomas Benedum
Chaplain Ralph Benson
Chaplain Edward Brogan
Chaplain Brian Bohlman
Chaplain Robert Certain
Chaplain Floyd Chandler
Chaplain Jere Chapman
Chaplain Gregory Caiazzo
Chaplain Phillip Clark
Chaplain Brian Converse
Chaplain David DeDonato
Chaplain George Dobes
Chaplain James Eichelberger
Chaplain James Erickson
Chaplain Stanley Felgar
Chaplain E. Blant Ferguson

Chaplain Robert Hershberger
Chaplain Ernest Gutha
Chaplain George Harris
Chaplain Mark Jumper
Chaplain Orris Kelly
Chaplain Robert Hicks
Chaplain Thomas Johnson
Chaplain Jo Ann Knight
Chaplain Daniel Knaup
Chaplain James Leath
Chaplain Robert Morris
(in memory of Lamar Hunt)
Chaplain Robert Maase
Chaplain Charles Marvin
Chaplain Andrew Meverden
Chaplain Dewey Painter
Chaplain Michael Peters
Chaplain Florence Plant
Chaplain Kenneth Ramsey
Chaplain Katherine Shindel
Chaplain Kenneth Ruppar
Chaplain William Schuermann
Chaplain William Thompson
Chaplain Deane Shively

Chaplain William Sikes
Chaplain Lyman Smith
Chaplain Richard Stenbakken
Chaplain Terry Sparks
Chaplain Robert Sugg
Chaplain Karen Stocks
Chaplain William Wiemers
Chaplain William Wildhack
Chaplain David White
Chaplain Fred Zobel
Chaplain Leonard Hale
Chaplain Mark Smith
Chaplain Shlomo Rizel
Chaplain J. Matt Woodbery
LTC Noel Dawes
Minister Gregory Harrison
The Most Rev. William Dendinger
Mr. Harry Stine
Mrs. Mary Johnson
Ms. Michelle Hathaway
Ms. Marjorie Fitzsimons
(in honor of Hal Barnes)
Ms. Laura Maness
Ms. Samantha Corley
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Welcome
Life Members
Chaplain Thomas R Decker
COL, USA
Lutheran Church, Missoui Synod
Signal Hill, CA
Chaplain Norman F. Brown
CDR, USN
Christian Reformed Church
Carver, MA

Chaplain David R. Van Horn
Colonel, CAP
Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ)
Marshall, MO

Chaplain William Greaver
Captain, CAP/USAF
National Association of
Congregational Churches
Tacoma, WA

Annual Members

Chaplain Jeff Grimes
CPT, USARNG
Southern Baptist Convention
Franklin, KY

2LT Timothy Bockman
USARNG
World Council of Independent Christian Churches
Bakersfield, CA

Chaplain Everett L. Gregory
MAJ, UARNG
American Methodist Episcopal Church Chaplain Robert L. Hubbard Jr.
CAPT, USN
Blue Ash, OH
Evangelical Free Church
of America
Chaplain William Holiman Jr.
Denver, CO
CDR, USN
Refomed Episcopal Church
Chaplain Frank Baik
Beaufort, SC
CPT, USAR
United Methodist Church
Chaplain David Kahler
Schulenburg,TX
Captain, USAF/NG
Reformed Church in America
Chaplain Jennifer Lane
Branchburg, NJ
CPT, USA
American Baptist
Chaplain John David Luckesen
Wahiawa, HI
LT, USN
Church of Jesus Christ of
Chaplain Jared Watson
Latter Day Saints
MAJ, USARNG
San Diego, CA
Restoration Branches Reformed
CJCLDS
Chaplain Donald S. Mikitta, Jr.
Independence, MO
Lt Col, CAP
Associated Baptist Churches
Chaplain Charles Thompson III
Red Wing, MN
CAPT, USN
United Methodist Church
Chaplain James T. Oldham
Rutherfordton, NC
Colonel, USAF
American Baptist Church
Chaplain Mario E. Ceballos
Sioux Falls, SD
CDR, USN
Seventh-day Adventist
Chaplain Jonathan A Panitz
Port Orange, FL
CDR, USN
Jewish Rabbinical Assembly
Chaplain Michael Farar
Catonsville, MD
Captain, USAF
Independent Christian Church/Church
Chaplain Edward A. Rogland
of Christ
CPT, USARNG
APO, AE
Presbyterian Church in America
Valencia, PA
Chaplain Joseph Breault
Captain, USAF
Chaplain Charles Thompson III
Church of Jesus Christ of
CAPT, USN
Latter Day Saints
United Methodist Church
Salt Lake City, UT
Rutherfordton, NC
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Chaplain Sam Keddy Balogun
Commandant General Nigeria
Lokoja, Kogh State, Nigeria
Chaplain Evan Spencer
Lt Col, VA/USAF
Conservative Baptist Association
of America
Hampton, VA
Chaplain Nathan N Rice
LT, USN
Coalition of Spirit Filled Churches
Chesapeake, VA
Chaplain Carl D Humphreys
Civil Servant
Roman Catholic Church
El Paso, TX
Chaplain Robert Gubala
Captain, CAP
Catholic Apostolic National Church
Pawtucket, RI
Chaplain John J Koopman
MAJ, USA
American Baptist
Greene, NY
ENS Emannuel P. Aigbedion
USN
Willowridge Baptist Church
Houston, TX
ENS Derek E. Martin
USN
National Association of
Congregational Church
Mazeppa, MN
ENS David Lockwood
USN
Chaplaincy Full Gospel Churches
Granby, CO

Holy Days and Holidays
April 2017

24

Lailat al Miraj * - Islam

5

Ramanavami ** - Hindu

29

8

Lazarus Saturday Orthodox Christian

Ninth Day of Ridvan * Baha’i

30

9

Palm Sunday- Christian

St. James the Great Day Orthodox Christian

10

Mahavir Jayanti ** - Jain

11

Lord’s Evening Meal Jehovah’s Witness Christian

MAY 2017
1

Hanuman Jayanti - Hindu
11-14

11-18

13

Theravadin Mew Year ** Buddhist

Twelfth Day of Ridvan * Baha’i

3

Saints Philip & James Christian

4

National Day of Prayer USA - Interfaith

10

Visakha Puja - Buddha Day
** - Buddhist

Holy Friday Orthodox Christian

12

Lailat al Bara’ah * - Islam

14

Lag B/Omer * - Jewish

Baisakhi (Vaisakhi) - Sikh

23

Declaration of the Bab * Baha’i

27

Ramadan begins * - Islam

29

Ascension of Baha’u’llah *Baha’i

Pesach (Passover) * Jewish
Holy Thursday Orthodox Christian

Good Friday - Christian
16

Yom Ha’Atzmaut - Jewish
2

Maundy Thursday Christian
14

Beltane - Samhain * Wicca/Pagan Northern and
Southern Hemispheres

Easter - Christian
Pascha (Easter) Orthodox Christian

21

First Day of Ridvan * Baha’i

23

St. George’s Day - Christian
Yom HaShoah * - Jewish

31-June 1
Shavout * - Jewish
25

Ascension of Jesus All Christians

JUNE 2017
4

Pentecost - All Christians

9

St. Columba of Iona Celtic Christian

11

Trinity Sunday- Christian

15

Corpus Christi Catholic Christian
Saint Vladimir - Christian

16

Guru Arjan Martyrdom Sikh

19

New Church Day Swedenborgian Christian

21

Summer Solstice
First Nations Day Canadian Native People
Litha * - Wicca/Pagan
Northern Hemisphere
Yule * - Wicca/Pagan
Southern Hemisphere

22

Laylat al Kadr * - Islam

23

Sacred Heart of Jesus Catholic Christian

26-28
Eid al Fitr * - Islam
29

Feast Day of Saints
Peter and Paul - Christian

Note:
1. * Holy days usually begin at sundown the day
before this date.
2. ** Local or regional customs may use
a variation of this date.

The

Military Chaplain
Military Chaplains Association
P. O. Box 7056
Arlington, VA 22207-7056

CHAPLAINCY:
NO ORDINARY CALLING
TRINITY:
NO ORDINARY SEMINARY

chaplain (ma j gen ) cecil r . richardson , usaf, ret.

former u . s . air force chief of chapl ains
teds cl a ss of 1976

TRAINING EXTRAORDINARY CHAPLAINS
Affordable
MDiv (Chaplaincy focus)
with $4500 guaranteed
scholarship annually for
chaplain candidates

Attainable
DMin in Chaplaincy Studies
for all Active Duty, Reserve
and Guard Chaplains with
up to four seminars credit
granted for in-service
military chaplaincy training

Adaptable
Non-cohort DMin program
lets you begin anytime,
complete at your own pace

Advanced
Counseling, Bioethics,
Homiletics, and
World Religions study
opportunities suitable
for ThM and other
government sponsored
post-graduate training

For program details contact Dr. Ken Botton,
Coordinator of Chaplaincy Studies at
kbotton@tiu.edu or visit teds.edu/chaplain

